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Early-age cracking and spalling in concrete pavements reduces slab capacity, joint load 
transfer, ride quality, and its long-term performance. These premature distresses lead to increased 
maintenance costs for sealing, patching, and grinding. Proper timing of sawcutting and curing are 
two construction activities that can minimize early-age distress development. In order to better 
time sawcutting and curing activities, an improved method to spatially monitor the setting time of 
concrete is required. Likewise, rapid evaluation of the joint quality after sawing is also necessary 
to provide feedback to adjust the timing. While previous methods for sawcutting and curing are 
experiential and subjective, this research aims to develop contactless sensing and computer vision 
techniques to significantly improve the timing of certain early-age concrete construction activity 
decisions through quantitative indicators.  
A non-contact, ultrasonic testing system (UTS) to monitor concrete set time has been 
developed by monitoring the evolution of leaky Rayleigh (LR-wave) wave signals over time and 
space (surface of the concrete). The non-contact UTS integrates a 50 kHz non-contact ultrasonic 
transmitter and an array of five microelectromechanical systems (MEMS) sensors as non-contact 
receivers. The UTS technique was first implemented in the laboratory at incident angles of  12°  
for mortar mixtures in order to determine the final setting times. The UTS technique was also 
applied at different incident angles (12° 𝑡𝑜 60° ) on a mortar mixture to evaluate its influence of 
the angle on the UTS measurement. The final setting times for mortars were consistent with the 
ASTM C403 penetration resistance standard when an incident angle of 12° was used. Additionally, 
this UTS was successfully field validated on three concrete pavement test sections in Illinois that 
had different casting times during the day. Final setting times in the field greatly varied (287 to 
210 minutes) given the higher ambient temperatures and surrounding concrete mass. In order to 
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improve decision-making on sawcut timing, the final set times measured by the UTS were linked 
with the earliest time to initiate sawcutting within an acceptable level of raveling. A computer 
vision-based (CV) process was developed that employed multiple joint images, 2D segmentation 
for joint raveling/spalling extraction, 3D point cloud reconstruction and meshing of the joint 
damage, and a 3D damage quantification analysis for assessing the joint damage. The proposed 
CV-based joint damage analysis quantified joint damage through two newly defined indices: (i) 
raveling damage index (RDI) for raveling and (ii) joint damage index (JDI) for spalling. The 
proposed CV-based method had an accuracy of 76% with an error of 10%. With this CV-based 
process, it was determined that RDI of 3% or less is an acceptable quality level for contraction 
joints in the field.  
A one-sided multi-sensor ultrasonic array device with a support vector machine algorithm 
was developed that detects the existence of a concealed, vertical crack beneath a notched 
contraction joint. This algorithm supports the field assessment of the effectiveness of sawcut 
timing, sawcut depth, and whether premature slab cracking was related to poor sawing procedures. 
The multi-sensor ultrasonic array device generated and received ultrasonic shear waves (S-wave) 
across the inspected joint. The acquired time domain signals were used to calculate normalized 
transmission energy (NTE) across the joint. The NTE algorithm defined the ratio of the energy of 
diffracted and reflected S-waves received behind the joint with respect to the energy of direct, 
diffracted, and reflected S-waves received in front of the joint. Laboratory results demonstrated 
that the NTE technique could successfully identify the existence or non-existence of a crack 
beneath the sawcut. Finally, the NTE technique coupled with a 2D decision boundary equation 
was field validated on 152 concrete pavement contraction joints from multiple projects with similar 
slab thicknesses and sawcut notch depths in Illinois and Iowa.  
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Finally, the non-contact UTS was coupled with a 2D wavefield analysis to rapidly evaluate 
the effectiveness, spatially and with time, of curing methods through monitoring of the near-
surface damage in hydrating paste at early-ages. The new technique monitored the energy of the 
LR-waves signal over time with the non-contact UTS and then, analyzed the frequency-wave 
number (f-k) domain to characterize the quantity of near-surface damage in the cement paste 
specimens. An ultrasonic surface damage index (USDI) was defined from the f-k wavefield 
domain based on the ratio of the non-propagating and forwarding LR-wave energy. The non-
contact sensing and 2D wavefield analysis easily distinguished the differences in surface damage 
between the different curing methods (no curing surface, the plastic sheet cover cure, and the wax-
based curing). Surfaces with low surface damage had negligible non-propagating wave energy, 
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CHAPTER 1 INTRODUCTION 
1.1 MOTIVATION 
The transportation infrastructure such as bridges and pavements is the foundation for 
worldwide mobility, access, and economic development. The health of bridges and pavements in 
the USA have been reported to be in very poor condition with an ASCE grade of D. In 2014, $72.7 
billion was spent for rehabilitation and repair of this infrastructure (1). One of the approaches to 
reduce annual maintenance and repair costs for these structures over the long-term is to control the 
early-age concrete quality of new or rehabilitated infrastructure. In order to achieve this goal, it is 
necessary to have (i) quantitative tools to monitor early-age in-situ concrete properties (e.g., set 
time, near-surface cracks, raveling), and (ii) assistive systems to support decision-making for 
commencement of key construction activities (e.g., sawcutting, texturing, tining, curing 
application, and formwork removal).  
There are existing methods to measure certain early-age concrete properties and features. 
Each method has advantages and disadvantages as summarized in Table 1.1. For instance, ASTM 
C403, a simple and relatively inexpensive penetration test that measures the concrete or mortar set 
times (2). However, it is based on a single sample location, requires sieving to remove larger 
aggregates and extract mortar, and cannot be performed in situ. Through-thickness (2-sided) 
ultrasonic techniques (Fig. 1.1) (3-5) have been proposed as well as a one-sided coupled ultrasonic 
wave reflection test (6). However, these methods are difficult to apply on in-situ infrastructure 
components, such as concrete pavements or bridges, because of access limitation and techniques 




Fig. 1.1: Through-thickness (2-sided) ultrasonic techniques (4) 
Concrete materials crack when the dimensions of the slab or structural element are too large 
or the hydrating concrete is not properly cured. Concrete contraction joints are placed at regular 
intervals to control where cracks occur and the quality of the crack that develops. Joints are sawed 
into the concrete at early ages and must be done at the right time or surface damage can be produced 
For measuring joint damage, the pavement condition index (PCI) and joint raveled index (JRI) are 
commonly used indices as a relative comparison to rate the severity of joint damage through visual 
inspection (7). The Federal Highway Administration (FHWA) manual introduces another visual 
method to classify spalling at low, moderate, and high severity levels (8). In addition to these 
methods, typically, pavement surface images and videos collected by digital inspection vehicles 
are reviewed by engineers to manually detect and assess a host of surface distresses (9). These 
methods provide reasonable network-level ratings of pavement conditions but are time-consuming 
and costly for frequent and detailed project-level surveys and the final results are influenced by the 
subjectivity and the experience of the evaluators (10).  
 
Fig. 1.2: Joint raveling. 
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The effectiveness of contraction joints in concrete pavements requires the propagation of the 
sawcut notch placed at the surface of the slab. In most cases, it is difficult to determine if and when 
the crack propagates to the bottom of the slab. For detecting concealed vertical cracks, time-of-
flight techniques using diffraction of dilatational waves (11) and self-compensating measurements 
using surface wave transmission (12-15) have been previously applied. However, it is difficult to 
detect and characterize the depth of tightly closed cracks or deep cracks using methods based on 
diffraction of dilatational waves and Rayleigh surface wave propagation (14).  
Table 1.1: Advantages and disadvantages of existing methods to measure early-age concrete 
features and properties 
Early-age 
properties 
Methods Pros Cons 
Set time 




3. Wave reflection 
factor (6) 
• Simple 
• Inexpensive  
• Access limitation  
• Point measurement 




1. PCI (7) 
2. JRI (16) 





• Relative qualitative 
comparison 
• Labor intensive & costly  
• Results influenced by  











• Difficult to measure when the 
crack is deep and tight crack 
widths 
 
In addition to monitoring early-age properties of concrete, determining the appropriate 
timing of performing certain construction activities (e.g., sawcutting and curing compound 
application) is also very critical for productivity and performance. The current approaches to 
determine the proper time to initiate sawing on in-situ concrete pavements are experiential and 
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subjective (17) with the most common method being scratching the slab surface with a nail or 
when footprints are not visible in the hydrating concrete (18). These experience-based methods 
are only estimates and the risk for joint raveling damage still exists if it is not visually inspected 
by the construction personnel. 
This dissertation focuses on developing and coupling of non-contact sensing systems 
(ultrasound and optical imaging) for monitoring the early-age in-situ concrete properties and 
surface damage (see Fig. 1.3). The combining of sensing and computer vision techniques provides 
real-time decision making for a variety of important construction activities such as contraction 
joint sawcutting and the application of curing compound. 
 
Fig. 1.3: Schematic illustration of the implementation of non-contact ultrasonic technology to 
slip-form concrete pavements by scanning hydrating and hardening concrete and spatially 
mapping surface properties. 
1.2 RESEARCH OBJECTIVE 
This dissertation has three primary research objectives: 
1. Develop a non-contact ultrasonic system to spatially monitor the early-age properties of 
concrete (e.g., set times and near-surface crack evolution) in the laboratory with potential 
application in the field;  
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2. Develop an optical imaging technique for automated quantification of joint damage on 
concrete pavements; and 
3. Develop a new one-sided ultrasonic method to detect and verify concealed vertical 
cracks located at contraction joints. 
These objectives are divided into multiple chapters and described in the next section. 
1.3 SCOPE 
This dissertation is separated into six chapters with a focus on applying contactless non-
destructive sensing and computer vision techniques to measure and quantify the setting times of 
concrete, the evolution of early-age surface-initiated cracks, the quantity and severity of raveling 
and spalling damage at sawcut joints, and the detection of concealed vertical cracks. In this 
dissertation, the aforementioned objectives are defined by the following tasks: 
1. Coupling of non-contacting sensing, signal process with computer vision enables data for 
decision-making that traditionally was not done, i.e., sawcutting. The sensor provides the 
personnel to start and computer vision checks for quality. This task is divided into two 
chapters as follow: 
o Chapter 2 develops a fully non-contact ultrasonic testing system (UTS) to 
determine the setting times in early-age mortars and concretes in the laboratory and 
field.  
o Chapter 3 proposes a decision-making framework that integrates the non-contact 
UTS and computer vision (CV) technique for predicting the earliest time to initiate 
sawcutting on contraction joints in concrete pavements.  
2. After knowing the sawcut timing, forensic investigators or any less experience personal 
need an effective and automatic measurement tool in support of sawcut timing 
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commencement, verification of the compliance of damage level of a sawcut to an 
acceptable criteria, verification of joint crack activation, and a building action plan for 
maintenance and rehabilitation of joint damage. This task is divided into next two chapters: 
o Chapter 4 proposes an autonomous and accurate 3D quantification method of joint 
damage using a low-cost optical sensor and a deep learning (DL) model. 
o Chapter 5 proposes a new one-sided ultrasonic technique using shear wave energy 
transmission coefficients to detect the activation of concealed cracks. An array of 
ultrasonic dry point contact (DPC) sensors, signal processing, and a machine 
learning algorithm are applied to accurately and successfully detect the existence 
of cracks not seen at the surface of the concrete.  
3. Apart from sawcutting, curing, another important construction activity at early age 
concrete, needs to be evaluated to ensure a satisfactory moisture and temperature condition 
in the concrete. This task leads to the second last chapter: 
o Chapter 6 extends the existing non-contact UTS developed in Chapter 2 to acquire 
2D time-space signals to monitor the evolution of surface microcracks. A 
frequency-wave number analysis is applied to process the acquired signals and 
compute the ratio of non-propagating and forwarding wave energy. This ratio is 
used to determine the near-surface damage of early-age concrete and the 
effectiveness of the curing process. 
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CHAPTER 2 CONTACTLESS ULTRASONIC SYSTEM FOR DETERMINATION OF 
THE SETTING TIMES OF MORTARS AND CONCRETES IN THE LABORATORY 
AND FIELD CONDITIONS 
2.1 INTRODUCTION 
The term set is defined as the onset of rigidity in fresh concrete (1). Concrete set times define 
the gradual transition from a fluid-like state to a rigid, solid-state. During the chemical reaction 
process, the progressive formation and interaction of hydration products result in the concrete set. 
The initial set time is defined at the point where the concrete material can no longer be properly 
placed and compacted, whereas the final set time occurs when the concrete starts to develop 
measurable strength.  
Real-time and accurate knowledge of the concrete’s set times is relevant because multiple 
concrete pavement construction activities, e.g., finishing, texturing, curing, and sawcut timing, can 
be estimated from the concrete’s set time. Historically, the determination of the concrete set time 
in the field has been experiential and subjective without a quantitative, reliable field method. With 
an improved concrete set time method, a reduction in finishing defects, poor curing, joint raveling, 
and early cracking should result. Additionally, the concrete pavement quality and durability 
performance should increase with better construction monitoring as well as reduce future 
maintenance costs.  
A penetration test is currently used to define the concrete’s set times (ASTM C403). This 
test is based on a single concrete sample and requires sieving to extract mortar (2). Significant 
efforts have been made to overcome several of the limitations of the set time measurement (time-
consuming, point measurement, and lab method) and to implement on freshly placed concrete 
pavement or slabs by using non-destructive testing (NDT) techniques. Through-thickness (2-
sided) ultrasonic techniques have been applied to monitor cement pastes and concrete at an early 
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age (3-5) but these methods were difficult to be applied on in-situ structures such as concrete 
pavements or bridge decks because of access limitations. Rapoport et al. (6) employed a one-sided 
coupled ultrasonic wave reflection test to estimate the setting times during the cement hydration 
process. This test is still primarily a point measurement that makes spatial monitoring difficult and 
it requires coupling to the specimen surface through a steel plate.  
With the availability of low-cost non-contact sensors and data acquisition systems, the 
hydration of concrete can be spatially monitored in-situ and used to automate construction 
decisions.  Ham et al. (7) introduced a fully non-contact ultrasonic test technique for cementitious 
materials and showed potential for efficient damage location and characterization within concrete 
elements, either through velocity or wave energy attenuation measurements. Recently, a proof of 
concept for a non-contact ultrasonic test setup for monitoring the early-age stiffening process of 
mortar was successful (8). The magnitude of leaky Rayleigh wave (LR-wave) signals increases 
over time as the concrete stiffens, which can be used to estimate the setting times. The initiation 
time of LR-waves at the incident angle of 12° was graphically defined as the mortar’s final set 
time in the laboratory.  
In order to improve the consistency and accuracy of determining the LR-wave initiation time 
(8), this study extended the non-contact ultrasonic testing system (UTS) by proposing a new 
numerical technique and statistical analysis in conjunction with using an array of five 
microelectromechanical system (MEMS) sensors. Additionally, different incident angles (12° to 
60°)  were examined to determine their influence on the set time. For further verification, the set 
time of concrete and mortar mixtures with different chemical admixtures (e.g., accelerating and 
retarding admixtures) and w/cm ratios (e.g., 0.39 and 0.5) were tested with the proposed UTS and 
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set time algorithm. Finally, the proposed non-contact UTS technique was piloted in the field to 
determine its ability and reproducibility to represent set time as performed in the laboratory.  
2.2 TEST SPECIMENS 
The constituents and proportions of six mortar mixes are shown in Table 2.1. The factors 
varied for the set time testing were w/cm (0.39 and 0.50) and chemical admixture type (none; 
accelerator-ACL; and retarder-RTE). Mortar specimens with dimensions 152.4×152.4×533.4 mm3 
were cast and tested with the non-contact UTS. Four out of the six mortar mixtures were also 
subjected to the ASTM C403 pin penetration test (2) in order to verify the results of the non-contact 
UTS set times.  




Fine aggregate Cement Water Accelerator Retarder 
(kg/m3) (kg/m3) (kg/m3) (ml/m3) (ml/m3) 
M-39 0.39 726 323 126 - - 
M-39-ACL 0.39 726 323 126 6799 - 
M-39-RTE 0.39 726 323 126 - 1020 
M-50 0.50 705 313 157 - - 
M-50-ACL 0.50 705 313 157 6600 - 
M-50-RTE 0.50 705 313 157 - 990 
 
2.3 PENETRATION TEST TO DETERMINE MORTAR SET TIMES  
ASTM C403 (2) specifies a method to determine the initial and final setting times of mortars by 
measuring the penetration resistance of the sample at a depth of 25 mm. The penetration resistance versus 
elapsed time can be plotted for each mixture and the initial and final setting times can be interpolated from 
the curve when penetration resistances of 500 and 4000 psi are reached, respectively (2). Fig. 2.1 shows 
the penetration resistance curves for the four mortar mixtures with the penetration resistance limits 
for initial and final set times. Table 2.2 summarizes the setting time results of four mortars 
determined from the exponential trendline of the penetration resistance versus time. The setting 
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times increased with a higher w/cm ratio. As expected, retarding admixture significantly increased 
the setting time of the mortar while an accelerator reduced the mortar’s setting time. 
 
Fig. 2.1: Penetration resistance values versus time for 4 mortar mixtures with 500 and 4000 psi 
initial and final setting limits, respectively. 
Table 2.2: Initial and final setting times from ASTM C403 penetration test for 4 mortar mixtures   
Mixture w/cm ratio 
Initial set time 
(minutes) 





M-39 0.39 233 328 0.95 
M-39-ACL 0.39 147 199 0.98 
M-39-RTE 0.39 477 702 0.92 
M-50-ACL 0.5 236 318 0.99 
2.4 METHOD TO DETERMINE THE INITIATION TIME OF LR-WAVE  
2.4.1 Background of leaky Rayleigh wave at the interface of concrete-liquid 
Leaky R-waves have been investigated theoretically at the interface between a solid material 
and a liquid (9-11). Experimentally, LR-waves have been observed in α-Quartz (12) and on 
mortars (13). For the case of water-concrete interface, a numerical simulation of the LR-wave 
response also showed the existence of the LR-wave (14). The LR-wave in early-age concrete 














































concrete has little to no shear resistance and the surface R-wave is not able to propagate through 
the concrete (15; 16). Over time, as the hydration process is precipitating solid reaction products, 
the concrete starts to stiffen and set. During this transition, shear capacity is developed and the 
surface R-wave begins to propagate along the concrete surface and leak to the air (8). Thus, the 
time when the LR-wave signals initiate can define the early-age stiffening and setting of the 
concrete. In this study, the initiation time of the LR-wave signals is used to determine the final set 
time of concrete. 
2.4.2 Air-coupled ultrasonic test configuration  
Fig. 2.2a is a schematic of the UTS apparatus and test setup used in the laboratory on a 
102×102×406 mm3 mortar specimen to estimate the UTS set time. The specimen dimension 
allowed for appropriate separation of the transmitter and receiver and offset from any free edge 
boundary. An electrostatic-type ultrasonic transducer shown in Fig. 2.2b is used to transmit a 16 
cycle, 50 kHz ultrasonic pulse. The transducer is positioned approximately 70 mm above the 
specimen surface with a preset incidence angle (θi). An array of five micro-electro-mechanical-
system (MEMS) sensors, 10 mm off the surface, serve as LR-wave signal receivers (see Fig. 2.2c). 
The MEMS sensors are longitudinally-spaced at 20 mm and located initially 143 mm away from 
the end of the sample where the transmitter is located (Fig. 2.2a). The setup configuration fixes 
the position of the transmitter and moves the MEMS receivers 140 mm longitudinally at 1mm 
spacing to capture the LR-wave signals at different spatial positions on the specimen. An acoustic 
baffle (see Fig. 2.2a) is placed between the transducer and MEMS sensors to reduce the direct air 
acoustic signal from the transducer and the reflected signals from the concrete surface. The capture 






































Fig. 2.2: (a) Laboratory non-contact ultrasonic test setup on a mortar beam; (b) non-
contact ultrasonic transmitter (50 kHz); and (c) an array of MEMS receiving sensors. 
 
2.4.3 Data processing and analysis 
The initiation time of LR-wave has been shown to correspond to a microstructural and 
mechanical change in the mortar. Choi et al. (8) used a stacked B-scan image with a graphical 
interpretation to estimate the final set time of mortar and concrete. In order to generalize the 
technique and increase its consistency and accuracy, a new signal processing algorithm was 
defined linking the UTS output with the final set time. LR-wave energy over time (age) curves are 
computed from the MEMS sensors and used to determine an initiation time of the LR-wave. The 
following steps provide the signal processing procedure from the data acquired from the UTS. 
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Step 1: Approximately 100 raw signals are averaged in the time domain to reduce 
incoherent noise content in the signal, thus improving the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR). Next, a 
bandpass filter between 20 and 85 kHz to the averaged time signals is applied to reduce noise 
content outside of the frequency band of interest. As seen in Fig. 2.3, there is repeated noise in all 
acquired signal from 0 to t1 = 350 microseconds determined visually, which is generated by the 
whole testing system and difficult to be fully eliminated.  
 
Fig. 2.3: Typical acquired signal (left) and a zoomed-in section of the signal (right) 
showing noise, the LR-wave signal, and direct acoustic signal. 
Step 2: For each of the five sensors ith, stack all the A-scan signals at every scanned position 
(140 total positions) to plot the time-space wavefield data si(t, s) with one dimension in time (t) 
and the other space (s) as shown in Fig. 2.4a. 2D time-space wavefield is used to determine the 
arrival time of the direct acoustic (t2) as shown in Fig. 2.4b and truncate the direct acoustic signal. 
Step 3: Extract signal region of interest (between times t1 and t2, i.e., the arrival of LR-
wave to start of the direct acoustic, respectively) from the entire time domain of each filtered A-















Fig. 2.4:  2D wavefield (a) with direct acoustic and (b) removed direct acoustic, showing 
the arrival time of direct acoustic at all scanning positions (0 to 140mm). The color bar indicates 
spectral amplitude. 










where A(t) is the signal amplitude (V) at time t (second), E is the LR-wave energy (V.s) estimated 
over signal time (t2 – t1).  
Step 5: Construct a plot of LR-wave energy evolution versus time as shown in Fig. 2.5a to 
determine the initiation time of LR-wave. As the LR-wave signal initiates, the energy curve rapidly 
rises. The initiation time of LR-wave signals or UTS time tus can be used to determine the 
concrete’s final setting time (8).  
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Step 7: Compute the first derivative of the LR-wave energy with respect to time to 
determine the first positive point t0 (see Fig. 2.5c).  
Step 8: The initiation time of LR-wave signals or UTS time tus can be determined by 








 (Eq. 2.2) 
where n is the number of sensors (e.g. n=5 in this study) and t0







Fig. 2.5: (a) Raw LR-wave energy versus time for mixture M-39; (b) LR-wave energy 
after removing outliers and smoothing; (c) first derivative of LR-wave energy overtime for first 
MEMS sensor at an incident angle of 12𝑜. The first rising point indicates the file number 284 
that the elapsed time of 336 minutes.  
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2.4.4 Correlation of non-contact UTS measurements with the penetration test 
Table 2.3 summarizes the UTS-defined final setting time (tus) of the six mortar mixtures. 
The final setting times varied between 270 minutes for a lower w/cm mix (0.39) with an accelerator 
to 1335 minutes for a mix with retarder and w/cm of 0.50. The lowest and highest standard 
deviations of the tus were 6 minutes and 58 minutes, respectively, with a corresponding coefficient 
of variation (COV) of 2% to 4%. The relationship between the estimated final set time tus and the 
penetration test (tf) is presented in Fig. 2.6. The final set times between the penetration and UTS 
method are well correlated (R2 = 0.98). Fig. 2.7 demonstrates the final setting times of mortar 
mixtures increased with w/cm, decreased with accelerator addition, and increased retarders as 
expected. The non-contact UTS with multiple sensors provided a reproducible and consistent 
measurement of final setting time over a range of mortar mixtures.  
Table 2.3: Summary of UTS time (tus) at 12-degree incident angle of six mortar mixtures using 
LR-wave energy method 
Mixture 
Final set time tus (minutes) 




M-39 336 335 339 351 349 342 7 2% 
M-39-ACL 261 271 268 276 272 270 6 2% 
M-39-RTE 718 730 763 772 780 746 27 4% 
M-50 640 688 736 672 683 684 35 5% 
M-50-ACL 360 315 339 306 302 330 26 8% 









Fig. 2.7:  Effect of chemical admixtures (accelerator-ACL and retarder-RTE) and w/cm 
ratios (0.39 and 0.5) on the UTS final setting times.  
2.4.5 Influence of incident angle on UTS measurement 
According to Snell’s law, an incident mechanical wave encountering the boundary of a 
second medium generates reflected and transmitted waves (1). At a critical incident angle (θC), R-
waves are generated in the second medium, which then travel along the surface. The non-contact 
UTS implements the critical angle concept to generate the R-wave and subsequently the LR-wave. 











































































The transmitter angle is a significant factor in determining the UTS-based final setting time (tus) 
of mortar or concrete. To investigate the influence of transducer angle on tus, seven different 
incident angles from 12° to 60° were chosen at a fixed height above the surface. Table 2.4 
summarizes the tus results for each incident angle and sensor. Although the standard deviation and 
COV are low, the mean tus varied as much as 26% with the incident angle from the measured final 
set time (tf = 328 minutes). It is clear that the time tus as well as the SNR are affected by the incident 
angle. At an angle less than 30°, the tus decreased with increasing incident angle. The below 
equation (8) demonstrates that the angle θC should decrease as the Rayleigh wave velocity (cR) 













arcsin  (Eq. 2.3) 
 



















12 335 335 339 351 349 342 3.8 1% 
20 304 309 311 326 331 316 11.6 4% 
30 252 235 228 254 244 243 11.1 5% 
40 241 248 258 268 276 258 11.8 5% 
50 254 266 270 281 304 275 17.1 6% 
60 340 381 394 356 372 369 16.0 4% 
In order to further demonstrate influence of the incident angle on SNR and acquirable LR-
wave velocity, Fig. 2.8 and 2.9 shows the LR-wave signal strength over time at five incident angles 
(12 to 60). As shown in Fig. 2.8b-2.8c, LR-wavefield tail, where the lowest velocity of LR-wave 
(cLR) is the same as the DA-wave velocity (cDA = 343 m/s), was captured at the incident angles of 
30° and 40°. At the angles of 50° and 60° (see Fig. 2.9), a trace of LR-wavefield can be seen, but 
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it is harder to identify the LR-wavefield tail because of the reduction in focused energy from the 
transmitter and lower overall SNR.  
Based on the results in Table 2.4 and Fig. 2.8, the incident angles less than 30° can be used 
to capture LR-wave velocity higher than the DA-wave with reasonable SNR, which can provide 
useful information about very early-age properties of concrete during hydration process such as 





Fig. 2.8:  2D wavefield of leaky R-wave at incident angles of (a) 12o, (b) 30o, and (c) 40o. The 
tail of LR-wave wavefield where cLR  ≈  cDA at the incident angles of 30
o.  The colorbar 
indicates spectral amplitude.  
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Fig. 2.9:  2D wavefield of leaky R-wave at incident angles of (a) 50o and (b) 60o. The colorbar 
indicates spectral amplitude. 
2.5 FINAL SETTING MEASUREMENTS IN FIELD CONCRETE PAVEMENT 
A field study on the setting time of concrete pavement was conducted to validate the 
laboratory developed non-contact UTS and to investigate environmental effects. No previous study 
had been completed to measure the final setting time of concrete pavement with a fully contactless 
ultrasonic system. A continuous reinforced concrete pavement (CRCP) construction project was 
chosen for testing. The CRCP construction site was located on Illinois Route 390 in Itasca, Illinois 
(USA) and was divided into five test sections as indicated in Fig. 2.10 with a slab thickness of 
27cm (18). Three of the test sections (1A, 1C, and 1D) were monitored at different casting times 
under a temperature of 21-25oC. Section 1A was cast on the morning of August 6, 2016, and 
contained 0.8% steel and fine lightweight aggregate for internal curing. Section 1C was cast in the 
afternoon on August 6, 2016, with internal curing and 0.6% steel content. Finally, section 1D was 
cast at noon on August 7, 2016, with internal curing, macrofibers, and 0.8% steel content. 
SNR 
reduced and 






























Fig. 2.10:   Five CRCP test sections (1A to 1E) on Illinois Route 390 with three field 
measurement sites marked. 
Approximately one hour after concrete casting, a curing compound was applied to the 
surface of the concrete pavement and then the UTS was setup on site with an incident angle of 12. 
Fig. 2.11 shows the UTS setup at edge of the concrete pavement, which monitored the CRCP 
continuously for multiple hours. Leveling. The UTS device was leveled and adjusted to the proper 
height over the surface to transmit and acquire the LR-waves. The field data acquisition system 
was configured to collect 500 points at a sampling frequency of 300 kHz at one-minute intervals. 
Table 2.5: Summary of field UTS final set times for three CRCP sections 
Section 
UTS set time (minutes) 




1A 245 268 260 278 281 266 15 6% 
1C 287 267 287 289 306 287 16 6% 
1D 204 208 - 206 220 210 8 4% 
Note: "-" means data not available due to sensor malfunction. 
 
 







Fig. 2.11: Field test setup of the non-contact ultrasonic testing system at different perspectives. 
Table 2.5 summarizes the UTS set time (tus) of concrete for the three sections. The mean 
final set time varied from 210 to 287 minutes with standard deviation varies from 8 to 16 minutes. 
The COV between sensors at the same location was between 5 and 6%, demonstrating the non-
contact UTS can produce consistent and reliable results for final setting time. The final set time 
was the shortest for the last section cast (1D), which were the highest concrete and air temperatures 
during placement. The variation in final set for this example of day paving (80 minutes) suggests 





A novel fully non-contact ultrasonic testing system (UTS) was developed to estimate the 
final set time of early-aged, hydrating concrete and mortar. The non-contact UTS final set time 
(tus) is a replacement for the ASTM C403 penetration test (tf) and enables rapid estimation of 
concrete set time without mechanical coupling or embedded sensors. The non-contact UTS 
generates 50 kHz leaky Rayleigh waves (LR-waves) on the mortar or concrete surface and 
monitors the LR-wave energy development curve using an array of five MEMS sensors. The final 
setting time (tus) is defined as the rising point of the LR-wave energy versus time curve at an 
incident angle of 12. For five distinct mortar mixtures cast in the laboratory with two w/cm and 
chemical admixtures (none, accelerator, and retarder), the UTS results showed the following: (i) 
tus varied from 270 to 1335 minutes with maximum COV of 8% and als a strong correlation to the 
ASTMC403 final setting time; (ii) tus behaved as expected with lower setting times for lower w/cm 
and accelerators and significantly extended set time with retarders; (iii) practically, the incident 
angles less than 30° can be used to capture LR-wave velocity higher than the DA-wave (343 m/s), 
which can provide useful information about very early-aged properties of concrete during 
hydration process such as the initial set time.  
The non-contact UTS method was applied directly on a CRCP at three locations under a 
temperature of 21-25oC, which have the same concrete mix design with internal curing but 
different fiber percentages (0.6%-0.8%) and different pouring time (Aug 6 and 7, 2016). The field 
test results showed the UTS method successfully determined the time tus of in-situ concrete 
pavement at all three sections. The time tus varied from 210 to 287 minutes, emphasizing that even 
concrete structures have the same concrete constituents but are cast at different locations, time, 
and environmental conditions, the time tus will not be the same and must be measured 
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independently. With the mobility of the non-contact UTS, the time tus can be determined at the 
location of interest, assisting field engineers or management agencies to make better decisions on 
construction activity timing. 
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CHAPTER 3 NON-CONTACT ULTRASONIC AND COMPUTER VISION 
ASSESSMENT FOR SAWCUT INITIATION 
3.1 INTRODUCTION 
Sawing of contraction joints controls the location of early-age shrinkage cracks in jointed 
concrete pavements (JPCP) as well as ensures their expected long-term pavement performance (1; 
2). The sawing window, depicted in Fig. 3.1a, describes the period during which the sawing 
operation should be conducted to prevent excessive joint raveling and random cracking. As seen 
in Fig. 3.1a, if a sawcut occurs extremely early when the concrete is in its semi-rigid (green) state, 
the concrete will not initially ravel much because it still lacks sufficient mechanical strength. 
However, the initiated microcracking will pose future maintenance problems from a combination 
of environmental cycling, loading, and salt ingress at the joint (3). As early-age hydration 
proceeds, the concrete microstructure solidifies which increases the probability of joint raveling 
damage (e.g., top photo in Fig. 3.1b) until the concrete reaches sufficient strength to stabilize the 
aggregates in the paste. After this point, joint raveling damage decreases significantly with time 
(middle photo in Fig. 3.1b). In the hardening phase in Fig. 3.1a, the amount of raveling damage 
approaches zero because the strength of concrete is higher than the local forces imposed by the 
saw. If sawing window is delayed too long, the main risk is the development of random cracks in 






Unacceptable joint raveling – too early sawcut 
 
Moderate to low joint raveling – approaching time to sawcut 
 
No joint raveling – on time or late sawcut 
(b) 
Fig. 3.1: (a) Schematic of raveling damage evolution in early-age concrete pavement and 
(b) degrees of raveling severity at contraction joints. 
The current approaches to determine the right time to initiate sawing on a cast concrete 
pavement are heavily experiential and subjective (4). The most commonly used method for saw 
operators is to scratch the slab surface with a penknife or nail, or stand on the slab and observe 





























earliest entry time into the sawcutting operation, but the risk for joint raveling still exists if it is not 
visually inspected by the saw operator.   
Researchers have previously proposed other methods to predict sawcut timing based on 
maturity method or temperature (5). Recently, Taylor et al. (4) implemented a two-sided method 
using ultrasonic pulse velocity (UPV) and wave propagation on a companion cylinder specimen 
to predict the saw timing through estimation of initial setting time. However, this method has UPV 
transmitter-receiver access limitations for in-situ concrete pavements. The HIPERPAV software 
(6) calculates the internal stress development versus the strength gain in the concrete pavement to 
provide a window for sawcut timing. Other researchers (3; 7-10) have employed finite element 
analysis with the concrete’s fracture properties to estimate the relationship between sawcut timing 
and different notch depth ratios in order to avoid premature cracking. Despite the variety of 
methods and predictive tools available to estimate sawcut timing, such as UPV, 
temperature/maturity, stress-strength or fracture, significant adoption in practice has not occurred 
and experience-based sawcut timing still dominates practice. 
Ideally, a method to measure in-situ concrete properties would enable prediction of the 
earliest sawcut time while minimizing joint raveling and be reproducible and reliable for all 
interested project stakeholders, i.e., sawcut operators, contractors, construction managers, and 
project engineers. A non-contact ultrasonic and computer vision (CV) joint assessment method is 
proposed to determine the earliest time to initiate sawing and achieve acceptable joint raveling 
damage through the estimation of the in-situ final setting time of the concrete. The integrated 
sensing framework can provide a standardized procedure for QC/QA for personnel with a variety 




3.2 CONCRETE MIX DESIGN 
Six concrete mixtures with a maximum aggregate size of 25 mm and different setting times 
(see Table 3.1) were proposed to develop the measurement procedure for sawcut timing. The water 
to cementitious ratio and class C fly ash amount were adjusted to change the concrete’s setting 
time. All mixtures had the same dosage of accelerating admixtures (31 ml per kg of cement). For 
each mixture, concrete is cast into two concrete molds with dimensions of 152.4×152.4×533.4 
mm3 and 500×500×150 mm3. The noncontact ultrasonic testing system (UTS) described in the 
next section was applied to the 152.4×152.4×533.4 mm3 specimens to estimate the concrete’s final 
setting time. Concurrently, sawcutting experiments were carried out on 500×500×150 mm3 slab 
specimen with computer vision analysis to quantify the joint raveling damage over time.  








Cement Fly ash Water 
(kg/m3) (kg/m3) (kg/m3) (kg/m3) (kg/m3) 
C-39 0.39 1124 673 336  - 131 
C-45 0.45 1124 673 336  - 151 
C-50 0.50 1124 673 336  - 168 
C-FA-39 0.39 1124 673 303 33 131 
C-FA-45 0.45 1124 673 303 33 151 
C-FA-50 0.50 1124 673 303 33 168 
 
3.3 NON-CONTACT ULTRASONIC TEST SYSTEM (UTS) FOR CONCRETE FINAL 
SETTING TIME 
3.3.1 Background of leaky Rayleigh wave at solid-fluid interface   
Rayleigh waves (R-wave) travel along the surface of solids and consist of longitudinal and 
transverse wave motions. The velocity (c) of R-waves is derived from the generalized Rayleigh 









































































































































  (Eq. 3.1) 
where 
Tc  and Lc  represent the velocity of the longitudinal and the transverse bulk elastic waves 
in the solid medium. 
lc  is the wave velocity in the 2
nd medium, and 
S and L  are the densities 
of the solid and the 2nd medium, respectively. Leaky R-waves have been theoretically investigated 
at the interface between a solid material and a fluid (12-14). For the case of water-concrete 
interface, a numerical simulation by (15) showed the existence of the leaky R-wave that should be 
present. Experimentally, leaky R-waves have been detected in α-Quartz (16) and mortars (17).  
3.3.2 Generation of surface R-wave at the concrete-air interface  
According to Snell’s law (18), when an incident mechanical wave encounters the boundary 
of a second medium, reflected and transmitted waves are generated. The transmitted waves include 
longitudinal and shear waves. There also exists a critical incident angle, where surface R-waves 
are generated. This critical angle depends on the surface velocity of the R-wave propagating in 
concrete. The relationship between the critical angle and surface velocity is shown in Fig. 3.2 and 












arcsin  (Eq. 3.2) 
where θC is the critical angle (degree) and c𝑅 is the velocity of surface R-wave in concrete (m/s). 
At early ages, fresh concrete transitions between a plastic, fluid-like state to a solid material 
state. In the fluid-like state, concrete has little or no shear resistance, and the surface R-wave cannot 
propagate (19; 20). As the cement hydrates with time, the microstructural products begin 
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interconnecting and the concrete starts to stiffen and set. At this time, shear capacity is developed 
in the material, and R-waves can propagate along the concrete surface and leak to the air as shown 
in Fig. 3.3a. The amplitude and energy of the leaky R-wave (LR-wave) increase in proportion to 
the amount of cement hydration products. For this research, the time when the LR-wave signals 
initiate provides a link to the initial hardening or final setting time of the concrete. 
 
Fig. 3.2: Relationship between ultrasonic surface wave velocity (c𝑅) and critical incident 
angle (θC). 
 
3.3.3 Experimental setup of UTS 
Fig. 3.3a is a schematic of the UTS test setup used in the laboratory on a 152.4× 152.4×533.4 
mm3 beam specimen to estimate the final setting time of the concrete. An electrostatic-type 
ultrasonic transducer shown in Fig. 3.3b has a beam angle of 15 at 6dB and transmits a 16 cycle, 
50 kHz ultrasonic pulse (21; 22). The transducer is positioned approximately 30 mm above the 
surface of the concrete sample and set at an incidence angle (θi) of 12 degrees for concrete final 
setting (23). An array of four micro-electron-mechanical-system (MEMS) sensors (23), 20 mm 
from the surface, serve as LR-wave signal receivers as seen in Fig. 3.3c. The MEMS sensors are 

























Ultrasonic surface wave velocity (m/s)
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spaced approximately 20 mm apart and 175 mm away from the transmitter. An acoustic baffle (see 
Fig. 3.3a) is placed between the transducer and MEMS sensors to reduce the direct air acoustic 
signal from the transducer and the reflected signals from the concrete surface. The LR-wave 




































Fig. 3.3: (a) Schematic of the laboratory contactless ultrasonic test setup on concrete beam; 
(b) contactless 50kHz ultrasonic transmitter; and (c) array of MEMS receiving sensors. 
 
3.3.4 Method of LR-wave signal processing 
The increase in the magnitude of ultrasonic wave signals over time as the concrete stiffens 
has been used to estimate the final setting time of concrete using direct surface coupling (19; 20). 
Recently, a proof of concept for a noncontact ultrasonic test setup for determining the final setting 
time of mortar and concrete was successfully demonstrated (23). When the concrete starts to stiffen 
and set, shear capacity is developed in the material, and R-waves can propagate along the concrete 
surface and leak to the air, initiating LR-waves. The amplitude and energy of the LR-wave 
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increases with the degree of cement hydration. The time when the LR-wave initiates for a given 
non-contact transmitter-receiver and incident angle provides a link to the final setting time of the 
concrete (23).  









dttAE  (Eq. 3.3) 
where A(t) is the signal amplitude (Volt) at time t (seconds), E is the LR-wave energy (Voltsec) 
estimated over signal time (t2 – t1). A plot of the energy development versus time (age) is shown 
in Fig. 3.4 and used to determine the initiation time of LR-wave. As the LR-wave signal initiates, 
the energy curve rapidly rises. By averaging the rising points of the four MEMS sensors, the 
initiation time of LR-wave signals can be defined as the concrete’s final setting time (23). The 
rising point of the LR-wave energy is also a function of the incident angle selected for the 




Fig. 3.4: LR-wave energy over time for the four MEMS sensors (20 mm spacing) with an 
incident angle of 12 degrees and mixture C-50. Energy curves show different trajectories but 
similar rising points. 
 
3.3.5 Laboratory results of UTS final setting times  
The final setting time results for all the concrete mixtures from the contactless UTS are 
summarized in Table 3.2. The maximum coefficient of variation for all six mixtures was 8%, which 
indicates the consistency of the UTS to determine the concrete’s final setting time. From Table 
3.2, the final setting time increased with water-to-cementitious material (w/cm) ratio and as fly ash 
partially-replaced the cement. These results are in good agreement with other findings for concrete 




Table 3.2: Summary of concrete final setting times from the contactless UTS. 
Concrete 
Mix ID 




Coefficient of variation 
(%) 
C-39 276 21 8 
C-45 331 13 4 
C-50 404 19 5 
C-FA-39 260 11 4 
C-FA-45 396 6 1 
C-FA-50 444 7 1 
 
3.4 COMPUTER VISION-BASED TECHNIQUE FOR ASSESSING JOINT RAVELING 
DAMAGE 
3.4.1 Experimental setup for concrete joint raveling assessment  
In order to link concrete’s final setting time with an initiation time for sawcutting, successive 
parallel cuts were carried out on the 500×500×150 mm3 slab specimens, shown in Fig. 3.5, from 
the same concrete batch as the UTS beam specimens. The 38 mm notch depth for this specimen 
was created with a dry cut saw. The parallel cuts shown in Fig. 3.5b started 3 hours after concrete 
casting at intervals between 30 and 60-minutes with the frequency dependent on visual inspection 
after each cut. The parallel cuts were spaced at least 50 mm apart in order to minimize interactions 
of adjacent sawcuts. Sawing continued until the final cut had similarly acceptable amounts of 
raveling damage as the previous cut. After the final cut, approximately 100 high-resolution images 
(3264 pixels × 2448 pixels) along each longitudinal sawcut were collected at equal spacing using 
a standard phone camera. These images were then used to develop the computer vision (CV) 





















Fig. 3.5: Schematic of (a) overall slab specimen test setup and (b) process for parallel saw 
cuts in the concrete slab at 30 to 60 minutes intervals to quantify joint raveling damage. 
 
3.4.2 Computer vision technique for quantifying joint raveling damage 
The joint raveling index (JRI) was developed by (1) to rate raveling at contraction joints 
especially with early entry saws. The JRI is a relative numerical rating of observed joint raveling, 
where 0 and 5 represent the least and most extensive joint raveling damage, respectively. In this 
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research, a CV-based technique is proposed to objectively quantify the contraction joint raveling 
on the concrete slab as a result of sawcutting instead of relying on an observer to rate the raveling.  
Torok et al. (28) developed a crack detection algorithm (CDA) to assess and analyze the 
surface damage (e.g., raveling and spalling) of post-disaster buildings based on reconstructed 3D 
images and certain angle threshold ranges. To improve the efficiency and accuracy of joint raveling 
damage detection and quantification, the CDA workflow was extended by introducing additional 
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Fig. 3.6: Workflow of CV-based technique to compute joint raveling damage index (𝑅𝐷𝐼). 
 
The 100 high-resolution images (1920 × 1080 pixel2) collected for a single sawcut joint 
must have more than 50% overlap between adjacent images in order to reconstruct a 3D mesh 
model using an open-source image-based 3D reconstruction solution, AliceVision (29). The 3D 
mesh model is trimmed to isolate the region of interest, i.e., the sawcut segment area. The XYZ 
coordinates of the 3D mesh are manipulated to align the normal direction (Y-coordinate) with the 
model normal as shown in Fig. 3.7. Next, the proposed algorithm is applied to detect and quantify 
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the damaged surface area (raveling) because of premature sawcutting operation. The proposed 
detection and raveling quantification algorithm has the three main improvements: 
1. As seen in Fig. 3.8a, the CDA by (28) includes the region of the sawcut groove and thus, 
overestimates the joint raveling damage. The new algorithm improves the region of interest 
by detecting the surfaces (horizontal and vertical surfaces) between the boundary of the 
sawcut groove as seen in Fig. 3.9.  A histogram of the Z-coordinate of all the vertices of 
3D mesh elements is plotted at the bottom of Fig. 3.9. The constructed histogram shows 
two main peaks (e.g., Z-coordinate of -4.93 and -4.73) indicating the boundaries of the 
sawcut canyon and subsequently the region of sawcut groove is excluded from the damage 
calculation. 
2. Another limitation of the CDA is its inability to detect raveled horizontal surfaces, which 
is indicated in Fig. 3.8a as small red regions within the green region. Since horizontal 
surfaces have normals less than the threshold angles, the new algorithm overcomes the 
CDA limitation by also using the threshold of Y-coordinate histogram (right schematic in 
Fig. 3.9) to include the horizontal raveling damage. First, the undamaged, flat surface of 
the specimen has Y-axis values of the vertices from 9.39 to 9.7 (see Fig. 3.9), which vary 
less than the damaged surface (e.g., from 8.22 to 9.39). Small variations in Y-coordinates 
(e.g., 9.39 to 9.7) in the undamaged, concrete surfaces near the joint area are from the 
finishing process and alignment of the image normal with Y-coordinate. From the Y-
coordinate histogram, the majority of the raveled areas fall below the undamaged, 
horizontal surface coordinates adjacent to the joint. Based on these observations, a Y-axis 
threshold of 9.39 is chosen to define the boundary between raveled and undamaged 
surfaces, as shown in Fig. 3.9. 
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3. Above the Y-axis threshold (e.g., from 9.39 to 9.7),  CDA by (28) is applied to find any 
raveling. Raveled areas in the CDA are defined when the normal to the meshed surface is 
between 30 to 85 degrees from vertical. These detected raveled regions above the flat 
surface of the concrete (e.g., from 9.39 to 9.7) are significantly less than the raveled areas 
calculated below the Y-axis threshold (e.g., from 8.22 to 9.39).  
The vertical (Y-axis) and horizontal (Z-axis) histograms in Fig. 3.9 are useful to select and 
adjust the range of thresholds, which define the sawcut groove area and raveling damage areas, 
and limit the number of false positives. As shown in Fig. 3.8b, the proposed raveling detection 
algorithm improves the recognition of the joint damaged area and also identifies and removes the 
sawcut groove area from any of the damage calculation. For the displayed joint in Fig. 3.8 and Fig. 
3.9, the proposed raveling detection and quantification algorithm improve the recognition and 
quantification of the joint damage area by 44% over the existing CDA. 
Once the damaged regions are detected, the raveled surface areas can be computed. To 
allow for a comparison of raveling damage between different concrete mixtures, the surface area 
of raveling damage is normalized to a fixed joint surface area through a newly defined parameter 
called the raveling damage index (RDI). For the RDI denominator, the fixed surface area is defined 
as three times of the product of the sawcut length (500 mm) and maximum aggregate size 
(Dmax=25mm). Finally, the RDI of each sawcut joint is used to construct an RDI profile over time 





 Fig. 3.7: Trimmed 3D image (a) and mesh model (b) of a sawcut joint segment for C-FA-








Fig. 3.8: 3D reconstructed image of a sawcut segment for C-FA-50 mixture comparing (a) 
existing crack detection algorithm (CDA) by (28) with 13-degree threshold and (b) proposed 
raveling damage algorithm with a Y-axis threshold of 9.39 and angle thresholds between 30 to 

























































Fig. 3.9: Schematic of a cross-section of a sawcut with proposed threshold histograms for 
defining sawcut groove (Z-axis) and damaged areas (Y-axis) for C-FA-50 mixture.  
 
3.4.3 Laboratory RDI test results 
Using the proposed CV-based technique for sawcut raveling detection and quantification, 
the evolution of joint RDI is shown in Fig. 3.10 for all the concrete mixtures. The RDI patterns for 
all mixes share similar features to the schematic presented in Fig. 3.1a for joint raveling. The 
raveling damage increases and reaches the maximum raveling damage index (RDImax) before the 
concrete reaches its final setting time. The time at RDImax, or 10%, 5%, and 3% of the post-RDI 
curve is influenced by concrete mixture constituents and proportions. The higher w/cm ratio (e.g., 
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0.50) significantly extended the time to reach RDImax and the magnitude of RDImax. For the 
mixtures with w/cm of 0.39 and 0.45, there was not much difference between the time and 
magnitude of RDImax. For a particular mixture, the replacement of 20% of cement with fly ash 
extended the final set time and also delayed the time of RDImax but still not as dramatic as the 
changing the w/cm ratio from 0.39 to 0.50.  
Fig. 3.11 shows that the relationship between the UTS-measured final set time of the 
concrete versus the dry sawcut time at different magnitudes of RDI. As seen in Fig. 3.11a, the time 
of RDImax occurs before the final setting time of the concrete. At a joint RDI of 10% is 
approximately the concrete final setting time (see Fig. 3.11b), which means that the final setting 
time should not be the sawcut initiation time given this unacceptable level of joint raveling. The 
next step is to define what is an acceptable level of joint raveling in the field, in terms of RDI, and 











Fig. 3.10: Development of sawcut 𝑅𝐷𝐼 for (a) three 100% cement and (b) three cement-
20% fly ash concrete mixtures over time. Note: 𝑡𝑓 represents the concrete final setting time from 













































































































































































Fig. 3.11: Relationship between concrete final setting times by non-contact UTS and the 
time at (a) the peak raveling damage index (𝑅𝐷𝐼), and (b) 10%, (c) 5%, and (d) 3% of post-𝑅𝐷𝐼 
curve. 
 
3.4.4 Field joint RDI results  
In order to obtain acceptable joint RDI levels in the field, 10 sawcut contraction joints were 
sampled from two independent projects in Urbana, IL (USA) that had acceptable sawcut joint 
quality. The proposed CV-based technique developed in the laboratory was applied to quantify the 
joint raveling damage (RDI) for these field sawcut joints. Fig. 3.12 shows the photos of the 10 
contraction joints sampled and Fig. 3.13 shows the 3D reconstructed images of the joint including 
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the detected sawcut groove and raveling for a 500 mm sawcut length. Table 3.3 summarizes the 
calculated joint RDI for all ten locations with a range of RDI from 2% to 6%, a mean value of 3%, 
and a standard deviation of 1.2%. These field results indicate engineers, in general, are implicitly 
defining and accepting quality contraction joints at a joint RDI of approximately 3%. 
Table 3.3: Field joint raveling damage index (RDI) of 10 acceptable sawcut contraction joints 
from two independent projects in Urbana, IL (USA). 
Joint 
Number 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 Mean 
Standard 
deviation 





     
1 2 3 4 5 
     
6 7 8 9 10 
Fig. 3.12: Ten field contraction joint photos (500 mm length) from two independent 




2% 2% 2% 4% 2% 
2% 2% 6% 2% 3% 
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1 2 3 4 5 
     
6 7 8 9 10 
Fig. 3.13: Respective 3D reconstructed images of ten field contraction joint with CV-based 
joint raveling detection algorithm. 
 
3.5 FRAMEWORK FOR ESTIMATING CONCRETE SAWCUT INITIATION TIME 
The definition of the sawcut initiation time is when sufficient concrete strength has been 
achieved after the final setting time that doesn’t produce unacceptable raveling along the 
contraction joint surface of the concrete pavement. Given that a noncontact UTS can be used to 
estimate the in-situ final setting time of the concrete (tf) and a CV-based algorithm has been 
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demonstrated to detect and quantify joint raveling damage, Fig. 3.14 illustrates a workflow of the 
laboratory and field application of the framework to establish the relationship between the final 
setting time and sawcut initiation time to produce an acceptable joint quality (low raveling 
damage). From the laboratory test, the CV-based technique quantified joint raveling damage (RDI) 
with time for particular concrete mixtures and saw type.  From the field test results of contraction 
joints for this research, 3% was found to be the acceptable level of raveling damage (RDIa). 
Combining the laboratory and field test, the timing corresponding the level of RDIa is determined 
as the sawcut initiation time (ts). Finally, a predictive equation correlating the sawcut initiation 
time ts for the RDIa with the concrete’s final setting time (tf) is established for a set of concrete 
mixtures with similar source materials and constituents. For the concrete mixtures in this research, 
the predictive relationship in equation Eq. 3.4 for sawcut initiation time is obtained from the data 
in Fig. 3.11d. 
393.1 += fs tt  (Eq. 3.4) 
where st  and ft  is sawcut initiation time at RDIa and concrete final setting time (in minutes), 
respectively. This predictive equation states that the sawcut initiation time is 30% longer than the 





Fig. 3.14: Workflow for establishing laboratory or field predictive relationship of the sawcut 
initiation time from the concrete’s final setting time. 
 
3.6 CONCLUSIONS 
State of the practice contraction joint sawcutting requires the experience from the saw 
operator to both minimize joint raveling from too early of sawcut initiation and premature cracking 
from late sawing. Given the development in non-contact ultrasonic sensors and computer vision 
(CV) decision-making algorithms, a significant improvement can be made in establishing a 
measurement method to predict the initiation time of sawcutting that minimizes joint raveling and 
provides an agreement between the engineer, contractor, and saw operator on acceptable joint 
quality criteria.  
 A 50 kHz, non-contact ultrasonic testing system (UTS) at 12 incident angle was used to 
estimate the final setting time of the concrete based on the point of rapid increase in the leaky 
Rayleigh wave energy transmitted from the concrete surface to the contactless receivers. This 
contactless UTS was applied to estimate the final setting time for six concrete mixtures with the 
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same aggregate types but varying water-cement ratio (0.39. 0.45, and 0.5) and one fly ash 
replacement level. The final setting times ranged from 272 to 444 minutes and followed the 
expected trends with longer concrete setting times for higher w/cm and also with the addition of 
fly ash. The maximum standard deviation and coefficient of variation of the UTS determining final 
setting time on the same specimen were 21 minutes and 8%, respectively. 
For the same concrete mixtures, a computer vision-based (CV) approach was proposed to 
process 3D reconstructed images of sawcut joints to determine the joint raveling damage over time. 
The following CV-based algorithm made improvements over an existing crack detection algorithm 
in order to process 3D images of contraction joints to (1) detect and remove the sawcut groove 
from a single 3D reconstructed contraction joint image; (2) detect raveling damage along the 3D 
reconstructed joint area; and (3) quantify the joint raveling through a proposed raveling damage 
index (RDI) which is the ratio of the surface area of raveling to three times the product of the joint 
length (500 mm) and maximum aggregate size (25 mm). The new CV-based algorithm was applied 
to 10 field contraction joints from two projects and determined that the acceptable joints have an 
average RDI of approximately 3%. By connecting the acceptable field joint RDIa results to the 
concrete final setting times and laboratory sawcutting experiments, the best correlation for 
estimating dry sawcut initiation time at a RDIa of 3% was 30% longer than the final setting time 
plus 39 minutes. The integration of non-contact UTS and image-based estimation of joint raveling 
provides a useful tool for QC/QA and enables less experienced personnel (e.g., new field engineers 
or sawcut operators) to assess the timing to commence sawcutting and to achieve an acceptable 
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CHAPTER 4  AUTOMATIC JOINT DAMAGE QUANTIFICATION USING 
COMPUTER VISION AND DEEP LEARNING  
4.1 INTRODUCTION 
Sawcutting concrete pavements is an important step in controlling the location of early-age 
shrinkage cracks (1; 2). Likewise, minimizing the raveling or spalling (henceforth, called joint 
damage) during the sawcutting operation requires the proper timing and equipment. The most 
commonly used method for initiating sawing is to scratch the slab surface with a penknife or nail, 
or to stand on the slab to observe footprint impression (2). The extent of raveling during the initial 
sawcutting provides the operator with visual information on whether it is the proper time to 
continue or wait for further concrete maturity (hydration). This feedback loop employed by 
sawcutting personnel is experiential and subjective (3), which leads to occasional projects with 
excessive joint raveling or delayed sawcuts and premature cracking.   
At later ages of concrete maturity, joint spalling damage can be caused by the contribution 
of traffic loads, weather conditions, incompressible, and concrete quality (4; 5). Furthermore, other 
durability distress mechanisms such as calcium oxychloride formation can produce joint spalling 
and damage (6; 7). Whether the joint damage is caused by raveling at early ages or later age 
spalling, it negatively affects vehicle safety, ride quality, and overall performance life of the 
concrete pavement (8-10). If joint damage is not repaired properly and promptly, repair cost 
increase significantly with further delays (9). Particularly for airfield pavements, joint damage can 
lead to Foreign Object Debris (FOD) (11), which costs the aerospace industry $4 billion annually 
(8). As such, pavement engineers must frequently assess and measure the joint quality of the 
concrete pavement for the safe operation of aircraft. However, the existing inspection methodology 
for joint damage is visually conducted by an experienced engineer in order to calculate a gross 
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Pavement Condition Index (PCI) (12), which is described in detail in the Test Method for Airport 
Pavement Condition Index Survey (13). The joint damage for this method is estimated based on 
the severity and extent and is combined with other distress data (e.g., cracking, to define the current 
PCI. Unfortunately, this method is slow, done on annual or bi-annual basis, and does not 
specifically quantify the joint damage over time but the over performance of the pavement over 
time. 
To improve estimating joint raveling level and joint damage development over time, an 
autonomous and reliable measurement method is needed for quantifying joint damage by field 
construction personnel and pavement engineers. Additionally, joint damage measurement over 
time will assist in developing better maintenance and rehabilitation plans. 
4.2 CURRENT METHODS TO ASSESS CONCRETE JOINT CONDITIONS  
There are multiple methods to quantify joint damage with almost all of them falling into 
qualitative judgments of extent and severity for a particular survey location. The Federal Highway 
Administration (FHWA) manual introduces a method to classify spalling in three distinct severity 
levels (low, moderate, and high) by measuring the width of the spall (14). The PCI discussed above 
is a numeric score from 0 (failed) to 100 (good) determined from a visual rating of the distress 
condition of roads and airfields that includes joint damage as one of its many factors (12). The 
joint damage index (JRI) was proposed by Krstulovich et al. (1) to visually rate contraction joint 
raveling especially with the application of early entry saws. JRI is a numerical rating of observed 
joint raveling damage using a relative comparison, where 0 and 5 represent the least and most 
extensive damage, respectively. In recent years, pavement surface images and videos have been 
collected by high-speed digital inspection vehicles and later reviewed by engineers to manually 
rate and assess observed defects including joint damage (11). Although digital inspections have 
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improved the speed the pavement evaluation data is collected as well as the safety of the raters, it 
is still a time-consuming and costly task to manually rate videos/images and the final results of 
joint damage are influenced by the subjectivity and experience of the evaluators (15). 
In recent years, automated image analyses have been introduced to quantify certain distress 
collected from high-speed pavement evaluation data. Arena et al. (16) proposed a crack 
quantification method based on 2D image analysis with application to microcrack description in 
rocks. Liu et al. (17) developed a crack image analysis system using 2D images and applied the 
system for soil crack patterns and rock features. In comparison, the adaptation of machine learning 
and deep learning-based approaches for automated pavement distress detection has shown higher 
accuracy and shorter computational time demand compared to 2D image detection techniques (18-
20). Dorafshan et al. (21) demonstrated that the supervised deep convolution neural network 
(CNN) in transfer learning mode was able to detect 86% of cracked images with crack widths 
larger than 0.04 mm while the edge detection methods were able to detect 53-79% of cracked 
pixels with cracks wider than 0.1 mm.  
Researchers have begun using three-dimensional (3D) images from laser scanning (22; 23) 
or 3D reconstructed images using structure from motion (24; 25). Zhang (23) proposed CrackNet 
for pixel-level crack detection using a dataset of 2,000 3D images of asphalt surfaces. This method 
is expensive and large 1-mm 3D image dataset for training is neither available nor easy to be 
collected. Torok et al. (25) developed a crack detection algorithm (CDA) to assess and analyze the 
surface damage of post-disaster buildings based on a 3D point cloud image reconstructed using 
structure from motion (24). However, manipulating the orientation of 3D reconstructed image and 
manual selecting angle threshold are time-consuming and reduces automaticity of the method. In 
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addition, surface tining, macrofibers, texture, and sawcut grooves cause false detection and reduces 
the accuracy of the damage quantification algorithm.  
4.3 RESEARCH OBJECTIVE 
This chapter proposes a 3D damage quantification algorithm (DQA) with a low-cost portable 
camera (e.g., a phone camera) for automatic quantification of joint damage by combining 3D 
reconstruction image with a deep learning (DL) model. The DL model is used for detecting the 
damage regions from the image background features (e.g., tining, texture, fibers, and sawcut 
groove). The 2D images output from the DL model are used to construct a 3D image. The DQA 
algorithm analyzes the 3D image to localize the damage using red color thresholding and calculates 
a joint damage index (JDI) that quantitatively defines the joint damage extent and severity. The 
proposed DQA and JDI provides the saw operators, pavement evaluators, and forensic 
investigators an effective quantitative measurement tool to support:  (1) sawcut initiation 
decisions; (2) verify acceptable joint raveling level after sawcutting; (3) quantification of joint 
spalling; and (4) a time history of joint damage for same facility to build more effective 
maintenance and rehabilitation plans. 
4.4 METHODOLOGY 
Automatic quantification of the extent of joint damage is important for concrete pavements. 
Feeding unnecessary information from an image such as the background and other surface features 
(e.g., tining, sawcut groove, fibers, and texturing) will prolong the processing time by increasing 
3D image reconstruction time as well as reduce its accuracy. To improve automation and accuracy 
of damage detection and quantification, a DL model (26) is embedded in DQA as a pre-processing 
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step for autonomously detecting contraction joints with varying levels of damage. A proposed 
hierarchical approach is shown in Fig. 4.1. The approach has three main stages including: 
• Stage 1: Train DL model to detect the joint damage in 2D images which contain 
unnecessary background information; 
• Stage 2: Implement the post-trained DL model on query or new 2D images to output 2D 
images containing detected joint damage areas;  
• Stage 3: Reconstruct a 3D image using the 2D images in stage 2. Finally, a quantification 
algorithm localizes the 3D joint damage and computes the damage surface area and JDI.  
The following sections describe each step in details and contributions to this new approach. 
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4.4.1 Stage 1: Training deep learning model 
4.4.1.1 Mask R-CNN architecture 
The first step in the overall framework is to train a model for pixel-level detection of joint 
damage. A DL model, Mask R-CNN using the backbone of ResNet-101 (27) and feature pyramid 
network (FPN) (28), was chosen to train a dataset of concrete joint images because it is state-of-
the-art in pixel-wise object detection (26). Fig. 4.2 shows the schematic of Mask R-CNN. It is 
proven to be a simple and fast system and it outperformed previous single model entries on every 
task in the 2016 COCO challenge (29). As shown in Fig. 4.2, a concrete input image is fed into a 
convolution neural network (CNN) layer with ResNet-101, which is really a DL network with 101 
layers and FPN backbone for feature extraction. The region proposal network takes feature map 
output from the last shared CNN layer as input, slides a small network over the feature map, and 
outputs the Region of Interest (RoI). RoI-Align properly aligns the extracted features with the input 
image pixel-to-pixel and feeds into the new convolution layer for instance segmentation, 




















Conv. = Convolutional layer
Nomenclatures:
 
Fig. 4.2: Schematic of Mask R-CNN using FPN-ResNet101 backbone for 2D damage 
segmentation (26). 
 
4.4.1.2 Data collection and augmentation 
A dataset containing 263 images of concrete pavement contraction joints has been collected 
in a diverse set of lighting and weather conditions in Champaign-Urbana, IL (USA) using a low-
cost camera as the RGB data sensor. Each image has a maximum size of 1024×1920 pixels. Image 
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annotation is completed by VGG VIA (30). For the 263 image dataset, 90% (235 images) of the 
images are used for training and 10% (28 images) for validation.  
A common strategy to train a DL model is collecting a sufficiently large dataset. However, 
when a dataset for training is small, an alternative strategy is to enlarge the size of the dataset 
through artificial image augmentation. By applying the image augmentation, the DL model is 
trained on how to recover from a poorer positioning or orientation of the joint in the image, 
providing good performance, improving generalization, and reducing overfitting (31-34). In this 
study, multiple augmentation techniques were applied randomly on the training images to expand 
the dataset. Fig. 4.3 demonstrates an example training image augmented by the different 
augmentation techniques, such as Gaussian blurring, brightening or darkening images, vertical or 
horizontal flipping. These image augmentations significantly increased the size of the training set 
from 263 to 1578 images. 
   
(a) (b) (c) 
   
(d) (e) (f) 
Fig. 4.3: Augmentation methods: (a) original image (none), (b) Gaussian blurring with a sigma 
of 0.25, (c) brightening, (d) darkening, (e) vertical flip, and (f) horizontal flip. 
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4.4.1.3 Training configuration 
Transfer learning is applied during training as it improves learning in a new task through the 
transfer of knowledge from a related task that has already been learned (35). There are two 
common types of transfer learning processes:  pre-training and fine-tuning. Due to our small 
dataset and the similarity of sawcut images, pre-training is implemented initially using the COCO 
weights obtained from pre-training on the Microsoft COCO dataset (29). The pre-training consists 
of three stages (see Fig. 4.4). In the first stage, only the prediction heads or fully connected (FC) 
layers are trained with a learning rate of 0.001. The validation loss initially reduces significantly 
and levels off after 182 epochs. After the first training, validation loss improves by training the 
ResNet-101 network stage 4 and up for another 200 epochs with the same learning rate. Finally, 
the learning rate is reduced by a factor of 10 for the entire model training (fine-tuning) for an 
additional 100 epochs as seen in Fig. 4.4. The training optimization is performed using a stochastic 
gradient descent (SGD) with weight decay set to 0.0001. 
The DL model is trained using a workstation with an Intel Core i7-7700 @ 3.6GHz CPU, 
32GB Ram, and NVIDIA 1080 Ti GPU. It took approximately 12 hours for training the model 
until the validation loss was convergent (e.g., 1.29). The trained weights were saved for pixel-wise 




Fig. 4.4: Traces of validation total loss during training the DL model with initial COCO pre-
trained weights (29) for joint damage instance segmentation. 
 
4.4.2 Stage 2: Color masking of joint damage in 2D images 
From a recorded video of a 500 mm portion of a sawcut joint, more than 50 high-resolution 
images (1080 × 1920 pixels) were extracted in order to have sufficient overlap between adjacent 
images for feature matching during 3D image reconstruction. The images were input into the post-
trained DL model to output a binary mask image indicating pixels with joint damage as shown in 
Fig. 4.5. The identifying pixels encompassing the damage area were set to an arbitrary RGB value 
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(a) (b) (c) 
Fig. 4.5:  (a) Input image, (b) binary mask image, and (c) color-masked image of joint damage. 
 
4.4.3 Stage 3: Quantification of joint damage using 3D reconstructed image 
With the input of the color-masked 2D images, a 3D image was reconstructed from the 
sequence of the images using an open-source image-based 3D reconstruction solution, AliceVision 
(36). The 3D reconstruction solution used scale-invariant feature transform (SIFT) (37) for key 
feature matching and structure from motion steps. The output 3D reconstructed image contains the 
damages color-masked in 2D images (see second image from the left in Fig. 4.10 and Fig. 4.11). 
However, the red color intensity of 3D damage areas does not remain at 255 as in the input 2D 
color-masked images due to the process of averaging pixel colors (38-40).  
In order to localize the damaged region in the 3D image, the DQA applies red color 
thresholding to the 3D image using. The algorithm counts triangular faces in the 3D image as joint 
damage when the red color intensity of three vertices of a face is higher than a given red color 
threshold and sets the face to a new RGB = (0, 255, 0) as indicated under green color. After the 
joint damage domain (D) are detected, the surface area (
i
DS ) of each damage element or face i
th is 
computed. Finally, to allow for a comparison of joint damage of different sawcut lengths, the joint 
damage surface area is normalized to a fixed projected surface area to define the joint damage 
index (JDI) (see Eq. 4.1). The fixed surface area for the JDI denominator is defined as the product 
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 (Eq. 4.1) 
4.5 EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
The proposed framework was field implemented on four completely new 500-mm long 
transverse contraction joints belonging to separate construction sites. The joints are video captured 
under various weather conditions: a sidewalk (SW) on Wright Street in Champaign, IL, two 
parking lots (Parking lot #1 and #2) in Urbana, IL, and a tollway jointed plain concrete pavement 
(JPCP) near Itasca, IL (USA). The concrete sections were selected because they had various 
surface textures and appearances. Specifically, the sidewalk has a smooth surface, the parking lots 
showed a higher textured surface with macrofibers and slight scaling, and the JPCP section had 
longitudinal tining and texture. All of these various surface features act as noise and increase the 
difficulty in detecting the joint damage accurately. The sawn joints introduced in Fig. 4.7 consist 
of a variety of joint damage sizes with the smallest length approximately 13 mm. Of the four 
contraction joints, only one is rated visually as unacceptable while the other three are acceptable. 
A 12MP smartphone camera (e.g., iPhone 7) was used to video record the sawcuts to increase the 
number of images at different viewpoints. The next sub-sections explain the 2D and 3D damage 
analysis and the effect of color threshold on joint damage quantification. 
4.5.1 Performance of joint damage detection in 2D images 
The performance of 2D damage detection is examined based on (i) accuracy and (ii) error 
metrics from common semantic segmentation and scene parsing evaluation (42). Accuracy 
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measures the ratio of the correctly predicted area over the real positives, which is the ground truth 
damage (GTd) (see Fig. 4.6). Error measures the fraction of incorrectly predicted area over the 
GTd, indicating how much the post-trained model overpredicts damage. The error is essential to 










Error =  (Eq. 4.3) 
where Add and Adu (see Fig. 4.6) are the area of the correctly and incorrectly detected region, 
respectively 
 
Fig. 4.6:  Illustration showing the real damage (ground truth GTd) in yellow, false 
positive (incorrectly predicted damage Adu) in red, and correct predicted damage (Add) in green, 
which is part of the real damage. 
The post-trained DL model detected joint damages in the 2D images of the sawcuts shown 
in Fig. 4.8. To examine the performance of damage detection in 2D images, 10% of 2D images 
from the field sections were selected randomly and manually annotated using VIA VGG 











shown in Table 4.1. The results show that the accuracy of damage detection of the post-trained 
model is high but so is the error. This indicates the model was able to detect the true joint damages 
but also it overestimated its extent. In addition, Fig. 4.9 shows examples of high false detections 
in 2D images by the post-trained DL model. 









Mean accuracy 90% 80% 83% 76% 82% 
Mean error 235% 53% 72% 72% 120% 
 
    
(a) (b) (c) (d) 
Fig. 4.7: Overview images of four sawcut contraction joints (a) sidewalk SW, (b) parking lot#1, 
(c) parking lot#2, and (d) JPCP captured under different weather conditions. The pavement 
surfaces have various surface textures and appearances. 
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(a) (b) (c) (d) 
Fig. 4.8: Examples of color-masked 2D images at contraction joints at four project locations: (a) 
sidewalk, (b) parking lot#1, (c) parking lot#2, and (d) JPCP.  
 
  
Fig. 4.9: Typical false positives (area bounded by the dashed yellow line) by trained DL at joints 
on (a) parking lot#1 and (b) parking lot#2. 
 
4.5.2 Performance of 3D images and effect of color threshold on damage quantification 
Fig. 4.10 and Fig. 4.11 introduces the 3D reconstructed images of the four sawcut joints 
with the red color indicating the spalling damage (first image on the left), the image containing the 
ground truth damage (yellow), and next four images showing damage detected by color thresholds 
(green) of 190, 210, 230, and 250, respectively. Similar to evaluating the performance of damage 
detection in 2D images, the performance of damage quantification in 3D images is examined by 
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accuracy and error in equations 4-2 and 4-3. The accuracy, error, and JDI for the four sawn joints 
are summarized in Table 4.2. To calculate the ground truth, the damage (indicated as green yellow) 
is segmented out manually from the 3D images and compute JDI by summing all the surface area 
within the segmented damage.  





Parking lot #1 
(PL1) 







Acceptable Acceptable Un- acceptable Acceptable 
Color threshold 190 
Accuracy 93% 87% 87% 91% 90% 
Error 135% 33% 347% 119% 158% 
JDI 3% 4% 95% 7%  
Color threshold 210 
Accuracy 85% 84% 82% 85% 84% 
Error 38% 12% 97% 33% 45% 
JDI 2% 4% 39% 4%  
Color threshold 230 
Accuracy 75% 78% 72% 80% 76% 
Error 7% 6% 13% 14% 10% 
JDI 1.5% 3% 19% 3%  
Color threshold 250 
Accuracy 54% 60% 29% 64% 51% 
Error 1% 2% 0% 6% 2% 
JDI 1% 2% 6% 2%  
 
Fig. 4.12 shows the relationship between the accuracy and error of the damage detections 
for a range of color thresholds. The highest and lowest accuracy of 93% and 29% correspond to 
the color threshold of 190 and 250, respectively. Color thresholds equal to or less than 230 provide 
comparable accuracy for the four sites. The highest and lowest error values of 135% and almost 
0% correspond to the color thresholds of 190 and 250, respectively. For all field sites, low error is 
for thresholds of 230 and 250. Based on the fact that the JDI of sawn joints accepted by pavement 
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engineers is less than 3% (41), the JDI results at the thresholds 190 and 210 especially for PL1 and 
JPCP are not in good agreement with the visual inspection. The color threshold of 230 was chosen 
as a balance between accuracy and error and provides the JDI in good agreement with the observed 
joint damage of all sawn joints on each of the 4 project sites. 
Comparing the performance of joint damage detection with 2D image, using the red color 
threshold of 230 with 3D reconstructed images reduced the accuracy slightly from 82% to 76% 




      
(a) 
      
(b) 
Fig. 4.10: Influence of color thresholds on joint damage detection for (a) sidewalk and (b) 
parking lot#1. From left to right, 3D reconstructed image with spall damages in red, the image 
having ground truth damage (yellow), and next 4 images showing damage detected by color 





      
(a) 
      
(b) 
Fig. 4.11: Influence of color thresholds on joint damage detection for (a) parking lot#2 and (b) 
JPCP. From left to right, 3D reconstructed image with spall damages in red, the image having 
ground truth damage (yellow), and next 4 images showing damage detected by color thresholds 








Fig. 4.12: (a) Accuracy, (b) error, and (c) JDI at different color thresholds for the four 
contraction joints (Sidewalk-SW, parking lot#1-PL1, parking lot#2-PL2, JPCP). The dashed line 






















































4.5.3  Computation time  
The amount of processing time for the entire 3D damage quantification process including 
each step is summarized in Table 4.3. The initial 12 hours for training the DL model was excluded. 
The total processing time varied from 33 to 64 minutes mainly from the 3D image reconstruction 
step. Meshing from a dense point cloud is a time-consuming step in the 3D reconstruction and it 
is affected by many parameters (43). Pixel-wise detecting and color-masking joint damage in 2D 
images take 3.3 seconds per image on average (see Fig. 4.13) and 3D damage recognition and 
quantification takes less than a minute using Intel Core i7-7700 @ 3.6GHz CPU with 32GB Ram 
and NVIDIA 1080 Ti GPU.  
Table 4.3: Processing time for 3D joint damage quantification for joints on four construction 
sites. 
Steps 
Total computation time (minutes) 
Sidewalk 
(SW) 
Parking lot #1 
(PL1) 





Images 47 46 50 76 
Detecting and masking 
damage 
3 3 2 4 
3D image 
reconstruction 
30 38 11 60 
3D damage 
quantification 
<1 <1 <1 <1 





Fig. 4.13: Processing time histogram of 2D damage segmentation. 
4.6 CONCLUSIONS 
Knowledge of the joint damage occurring on concrete pavement contraction joints can 
improve construction quality and monitor joint performance over time more accurately for 
planning maintenance and rehabilitation schedules. This chapter proposed a 3D damage 
quantification algorithm (DQA) using a CV technique with DL model for accurate and automatic 
quantification of joint damage. The DL model was trained on 263 images for 12 hours and used 
for pixel-wise damage detection in 2D images, which were subsequently used to reconstruct a 3D 
image. The proposed DQA applied a red color threshold to localized and quantify the damage in 
the 3D reconstructed image. To validate the technique, field tests were conducted on four 
transverse contraction joints of different types of pavements, such as a sidewalk, parking lots, and 
JPCP. The joint damages along those contraction joints have various sizes and lengths, the 
minimum length is approximately 13 mm. The red color threshold of 230 was found to be optimal 
for joint damage quantification. With a total of 263 images used for training the DL model, the 
results show that the technique quantified the joint damage with 76% accuracy and 10% error. The 









Damage segmentation time per image (seconds)
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images. The pixel-wise damage detection takes 3 seconds per image and DQA takes 6 seconds on 
average. The accuracy of the framework can still be improved when more images of joint damage 
continue to be added for retraining the DL model. Additionally, this technique can quantify 3D 
joint damage without manual coordinate manipulation or gravity alignment, eliminating a time-
consuming step in 3D image processing. The automatic framework can provide a standardized 
procedure for QC/QA for personnel with a variety of experience to assess and monitor the quality 
of a sawcut for in situ concrete pavements and slabs for sawcut commencement timing or 
maintenance monitoring. Furthermore, the framework can be implemented in mobile platforms to 
quantify and analyze pavement distress. 
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CHAPTER 5 RAPID DETECTION OF CONCRETE JOINT ACTIVATION USING 
NORMALIZED SHEAR WAVE TRANSMISSION ENERGY 
5.1 INTRODUCTION 
The saw-cut timing and depth of contraction joints in concrete pavements are essential factors in 
preventing premature and uncontrolled cracks, thus ensuring long-term pavement performance (1). 
The design of pavement slab dimensions is based on the slab thickness, concrete material 
properties (strength, modulus, shrinkage, and coefficient of thermal expansion), base type, traffic 
level, and acceptable slab aspect ratio. Furthermore, the rate and magnitude of stress development 
depend on transient temperature and relative humidity conditions, slab-base friction, and other 
local climatic factors such as wind speed and solar radiation (2).  
To ensure proper joint and slab performance, pavement engineers need to verify if notched 
contraction joints actually propagate a crack through the slab thickness. Because of the presence 
of adjacent lanes, curb and gutter sections, or adjacent shoulders, visualization of these joint cracks 
is not usually possible. Examples where knowledge of crack propagation from contraction joint 
notches are desired include forensic investigations of prematurely cracked slabs, longitudinal 
contraction joints on roadways, and transverse/longitudinal joints in large slab areas such as apron, 
parking lots, and bonded concrete overlays of asphalt with short panel sizes. Currently, only coring 
has been used to evaluate the propagation of the sawcut joint cracks.  This method is time-
consuming, expensive and limited to the area of the core. Therefore, non-destructive testing (NDT) 
techniques that can rapidly detect the existence of propagated cracks at the notched contraction 
joint are needed. 
Many studies to develop NDT techniques to detect and measure crack depth have been 
reported, including time-of-flight techniques using diffraction of dilatational waves (3) and self-
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compensating measurements using surface wave transmission (4-7). However, it is difficult to 
detect and characterize the depth of tightly closed cracks or deep cracks using methods based on 
diffraction of dilatational waves and surface Rayleigh surface wave propagation (6).  
A MIRA A1040 multi-sensor ultrasonic array device produced by ACSYS (5; 8) was used 
in this research. The multi-sensor array approach provides several advantages such as the use of 
dry point contact (DPC) transducers and generation of shear waves (S-wave), which do not suffer 
from mode conversion issues. This technology has found broad application for evaluating concrete 
infrastructure and pavements such as bridge deck delamination detection, slab thickness 
measurement, and location of embedded reinforcing steel and dowels (9-14). 
The objective of this paper is to introduce a new one-sided technique that is sensitive to the 
presence of tight cracks propagating from concrete pavement contraction joints by using the multi-
sensor ultrasonic array device. The method utilizes a combination of S-waves (direct, reflected and 
diffracted shear waves) received by the transducer array sets to calculate a new term called 
normalized transmission energy (NTE) that is linked to the presence or not of a propagated crack. 
This paper also demonstrates the proposed technique to detect the presence of activated joint cracks 
in the laboratory and field concrete pavements.  
5.2 EXPERIMENTAL SETUP 
5.2.1 Materials and specification of test specimens 
Three concrete specimens (500×500×150 mm3) were cast with the same constituents and 
proportions: 25 mm maximum size coarse aggregate (1895 lb/yd3), fine aggregates (1134 lb/yd3), 
Type I cement (567 lb/yd3), class C fly ash (63 lb/yd3), water (244 lb/yd3), water-reducing 
admixture, and air-entraining admixture. To simulate typical concrete pavement practice, notches 
were sawn at the center of the specimens at a depth of 38 mm and width of 5 mm approximately 
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24 hours after casting.  Two of the three specimens were cracked by applying a light flexural stress. 
The three types of specimens are shown in Fig. 5.1:  a notched specimen without a propagated 
joint crack, a notched specimen with a full-depth and wide joint crack (5 mm), and a notched 
specimen that contains steel reinforcement (two #4 bars near bottom surface) to maintain a tight 
crack (0.2 mm) (called herein a partial-depth crack). A thin metal insert, shown in Fig. 5.1c, was 
placed in the crack during loading in order to see the tightly propagated crack for most of the 
specimen depth. The multi-sensor array device was then placed on the concrete surface (see Fig. 
5.2) with the notch positioned at the center of the device.  
   
(a) (b) (c) 
Fig. 5.1: Saw-cut notch concrete specimens: (a) without propagated crack, (b) with full-
depth open crack (5 mm), and (c) with a tight, partial-depth crack (0.2 mm). 
 
 
Fig. 5.2: Concrete specimen testing configuration with the ultrasonic device placed 
symmetrically over the notch.  
5.2.2 Ultrasonic testing device 
The multi-sensor ultrasonic array device, shown in Fig. 5.3, has 48 dry point contact (DPC) 
shear wave transducers arranged in an array of twelve rows of 4-transducer sets. All four 
Metal sheet to 
prevent the crack 
from closing
The visible end of 
the crack




transducers in one row act together as one unified set of transmitters or receivers of wave energy. 
When one transducer row (henceforth called a transducer) is activated as a transmitter, wave 
energy propagates away in all directions from the line of exciting sensors and is progressively 
detected by the other receiving transducer rows. The S-waves detected by the receiver sets are 
composed of direct waves that propagate along the surface and those that propagate into the 
concrete material and reflect from internal features such as boundaries or defects as illustrated in 
Fig. 5.4 (15).   
 
Fig. 5.3: Multi-sensor ultrasonic array device and laptop. 
 
 
Fig. 5.4: Example of time domain signals from a transducer pair showing direct and reflected S-
wave components (15).  
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5.3 PROPOSED METHOD FOR DETECTING CRACK ACTIVATION 
5.3.1 Interaction of shear waves with concrete slab cracks and boundaries  
When an incident shear wave front encounters a defect inside of concrete, such as the tip of 
a notch or a crack in a concrete slab, longitudinal (DL-) and shear (DS-) waves may diffract from 
the defect tip, as indicated in Fig. 5.5a. Also, S-waves may reflect from the bottom of the slab 
upwards back toward the receiving transducer set, as indicated by R-S rays in the figure. Consider 
the case where transducer set 2 is the transmitter and the transducer set on the backside of the notch 
(7 to 12) receive the diffracted and reflected wave components. The transducer sets before 
(transducers 3 to 6 in Fig. 5.5a) the notch receive direct S-wave propagating along the surface, the 
reflected echo from the bottom slab surface, and also backscattered wave energy from the notch 
or crack as shown in Fig. 5.5a. 
Without a surface notch or defect, the arrival of the direct (surface propagating) S-waves 
dominate the response, and their arrival time and peak magnitudes decrease linearly with distance 
away from the transmitter (10). Time signals received by transducers 3 to 12 because of excitation 
of transducer set 2 are presented in Fig. 5.5b for the 150 mm thick concrete specimen with a 38 
mm deep notch and no joint crack. Paired time domain signals in Fig. 5.5b are referred to as 2-3 
or 2-7 as an example. For the notched slab, the signal amplitude of direct S-wave received by 
transducers 3 to 6 linearly decrease, but the wave energy received by transducers 7 to 12 is 
significantly attenuated, as shown in Fig. 5.5b.  Because the notch is present, a significant portion 
of the incident direct wave energy reflects back toward the original transmitting transducer and 
away from the receiving transducer rows behind the notch (on the right side in Fig. 5.5a). The 
other portion of the incident wave is diffracted and transmitted forward to the receiving transducer 
arrays (3; 16; 17). The diffracted S-waves reach transducer sets 7 through 12 before the backwall 
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reflected S-waves arrive. For example, the travel distance for the diffracted wave received by 
transducer 9 and transmitted by transducer 2 is approximately 225 mm. Assuming a measured S-
wave velocity of 2600 m/s, the arrival time of the diffracted wave is 86 microseconds. The time 







   
(b) 
Fig. 5.5: (a) Illustration of sensing configuration and wave interaction paths without propagated 
crack beneath the joint notch with slab depth-d and notch-h. The dashed circle indicated the 
backward and forward scattered wave; (b) raw time signals received by transducers 3 through 12 
when transducer 2 emits 35 kHz wave pulses in the concrete slab (d=150 mm) with notch (h = 38 
mm) located between transducers 6 and 7 without propagated crack. The dashed squares indicate 
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Nomenclatures:
RS-waves: Reflected shear waves
DL- waves: Diffracted longitudinal waves
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5.3.2 Shear wave operating frequency 
To achieve resolution needed to detect a crack beneath a saw-cut contraction joint, the 
ultrasonic wave frequency must be properly chosen. The ultrasonic device has available 
operational frequencies ranging from 25 to 85 kHz. Previous research has shown that a frequency 
of 50 kHz can be used with this device to visualize defects and determine slab thickness and depth 
of embedded steel with reasonable accuracy (8; 9; 11-13; 18). However, the optimal operational 
frequency to detect vertical cracks has not yet been studied. Preliminary experimental tests were 
carried to determine if an optimal frequency exists with regard to sensitivity to the presence of 
notches. The wavelength of a pulse is inversely related to the wave frequency, thus lowering the 
frequency increases the wavelength and it also reduces structural noise (11). At 50 kHz, the 
wavelength of S-waves in concrete is approximately 52 mm. If the notch depth is about the same 
size or greater than the wavelength, much of the shear wave energy will not be transmitted past 
the notch, thus reducing the ability to detect a potential crack propagating below the notch. Saw-
cut notches may be deeper than 52 mm in the field so frequencies greater than 50 kHz were not 
considered. However, lowering the frequency too much may also cause signal overlap in the time 
domain. Fig. 5.6 shows raw time-domain signals at the operating frequency of 25, 35, and 50 kHz 
from a 200 mm thick slab measurement without notches. The result indicates that it is easier to 
distinguish between the direct and reflected wave components at higher frequencies, such as 50 
kHz and 35 kHz, with 25 kHz showing the most signal overlap. The results suggest that moderate 
frequencies are best to balance the attributes of higher and lower frequencies within the possible 





Fig. 5.6: Raw time domain signals from transmitter 3 to receiver 6 at frequencies 25, 35, and 50 
kHz (top to bottom) for a 200 mm thick notchless slab showing the influence of overlapping 
signals separation when lowering frequency. 
5.3.3 Data acquisition and signal processing procedure 
The procedure for acquiring and processing the time domain signal data collected from 
testing the concrete samples with the MIRA device is described next. 
Step 1: Brush clean the surface of the testing region from dust and debris and avoid surface 
moisture to ensure good contact between the transducers and the concrete surface.  
Step 2: The test unit should be placed over the notched joint so that the joint notch is located 
between transducer sets 6 and 7 (see Fig. 5.2 and Fig. 5.5a). The testing device must not be directly 
placed over the location of embedded steel, delaminations, or other defects to avoid disrupting the 



















































be marked (see Fig. 5.7a) and avoided. A preferred method to examine the surface contact 
condition is to check the amplitude of the direct signal of any pair of transducers without cracks 
or notches between them. Fig. 5.7b provides an example of a strong and weak signal, indicating 
good or poor surface contact, respectively, with the MIRA transducers. Once an appropriate 






Fig. 5.7: (a) Identified transverse joint dowel location and potential testing limits; (b) good (left) 
and weak (right) signal at a frequency of 35 kHz from transmitter 3 to receiver 6 indicating 















Step 3: Extract the raw time signals from the device for each test (10). To reduce incoherent 
noise content in the signal and improve the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR), the ten repeated signals 
are time averaged to obtain one averaged time signal from each pair of transducers, e.g., 3-7. The 
result of time averaging can be seen by comparing Fig. 5.8a and 5.8b. A bandpass filter is applied 
between 20 and 85 kHz to the averaged time signals in order to reduce noise content outside of the 





Fig. 5.8: Illustration of signal processing applied: (a) raw time domain signals measured by the 
sensor array; (b) averaged time domain signals from the sensor array; and (c) averaged and 
filtered time domain signals from the sensor array for notched concrete slab without a crack. 
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Step 4: Extract the signal region of interest (between times t1 and t2 as illustrated in Fig. 
5.9) from the entire filtered time domain signal. For receiving transducers 2 to 6, times t1 and t2 
are determined differently from receiving transducers 7 to 12. The times t1 and t2 for receiving 
transducers 2 to 6 represent the arrival time of the direct shear wave (S-wave) to the first reflected 
S-wave. Knowing
1*tcs S= , the time t1 is obtained using the transit distance (𝑠) between paired 
transducers and the measured S-wave velocity (
Sc ). With an understanding of the arrival time of 
the first reflected S-wave obtained from the depth of the slab (e.g., 150 mm), the distance 𝑠, and 
the velocity 𝑐𝑠, the time t2 is determined as the third zero crossing immediatley after the first 
reflection wave.  For receiving transducers 7 to 12, time t1 represents the arrival time of the 
diffracted S-wave and is determined based on the measured depth (e.g., 38 mm) and width (e.g., 5 
mm) of the notch, the distance between the paired transduces, and the velocity 
Sc . Time t2 for 
receiving transducers 7 to 12 is determined in the same manner as the time t2 for the receiving 
transducers 2 to 6. The location of times t1 and t2 for receiving transducers 6 and 7 are illustrated 
in Fig. 5.9. 
Step 5: Record the amplitude ( )(tAij ) of the filtered signals sent from emitting transducer 







ijij dttAE  (Eq. 5.1) 
Step 6: Given the joint notch is always positioned between transducers 6 and 7, the 
normalized transmission energy (NTE) is calculated as the received signal energy ijE  for one of 




6iE ).Thus, the normalized transmission energy for a variety of transmitting and 









ij  (Eq. 5.2) 
The NTE is expected to range in value from 0 to 1. The NTE threshold should be set based 
on the slab depth and noch depth of laboratory specimens and field test sites in order to distinguish 
cracked and un-cracked contraction joints. The NTE threshold will depend on the slab or specimen 
geometry and sawcut-to-depth ratio. If the NTE is less than the threshold, a crack is highly probable 
beneath the joint notch. A later section will present a methodology to establish an NTE hyperplane 
as a decision boundary to classify sawn joints with and without a propagated crack. 














Fig. 5.9: Example of truncated signals of a notched slab without a propagated crack considering 
the direct shear wave and the first reflected wave for receiving transducer 6 (bottom) and the 
diffracted wave and the first reflected wave for receiving transducer 7 (top). 
5.3.4 Laboratory test results 
Fig. 5.10- 5.12 shows typical time signals collected from three laboratory specimens when 
transducer 3 is the transmitter. The amplitudes of the signals decrease from receivers 7 through 12, 
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especially when vertical cracks propagate below the notched joint illustrated in Fig. 5.11 and 5.12. 
The crack increases the traveling path of the diffracted waves and reduces the energy of the 
incident shear waves transmitted across notch plane. Furthermore, cracks/notches decrease the 
aperture created by the bottom of the slab and tip of the crack/notch, thereby reducing the wave 
energy passing through it. When the propagated full-depth crack is wide (Fig. 5.12), the incident 
shear waves encounter the crack and backscatter with minimal signal received by transducers 7 to 
12. 
To quantify the difference between the three specimen conditions, the NTE are computed 
using the aforementioned signal processing procedures and Eq. 5.1 and 5.2. The results for the 
case where transducers 2, 3, and 4 act as the emitting transducers are shown graphically at the right 
in Fig. 5.12. For this notched concrete specimen without a propagated crack, the normalized energy 
using transducer 7 and any of the emitting transducers (transducer 2, 3 or 4) is greater than 0.34. 
For the notched specimen with a partial-depth crack, the NTE at transducer 7 is 0.09, 0.06, and 
0.05 for emitting transducers 2, 3, and 4, respectively. For the notched specimen with the full-
depth wide crack, the NTE at transducer 7 is lower compared to the partial-depth crack slab and is 
0.02 on average. In both of the partial and full-depth crack cases, the presence of a crack results in 
the value of normalized energy falling below a certain NTE threshold, e.g., 0.34. The next section 
will describe a methodology to establish a systematic threshold value to classify the sawn joints 





Fig. 5.10: Time signals sent by transducer 3 (left) and calculated normalized transmission 
energy from emitting transducers 2, 3, and 4 and receiving transducers 7 through 12 (right) for 
notched concrete specimens without a crack. The notch lies between sensors 6 and 7. 
 
 
Fig. 5.11: Time signals sent by transducer 3 (left) and calculated normalized transmission 
energy from emitting transducers 2, 3, and 4 and receiving transducers 7 through 12 (right) for 
notched concrete specimens with partial-depth crack. The notch lies between sensors 6 and 7. 
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Fig. 5.12: Time signals sent by transducer 3 (left) and calculated normalized transmission energy 
from emitting transducers 2, 3, and 4 and receiving transducers 7 through 12 (right) for notched 
concrete specimens with full-depth wide crack. The notch lies between sensors 6 and 7. 
 
5.4 THRESHOLD LIMITS FOR FIELD IMPLEMENTATION OF CONTRACTION 
JOINT CRACK DETECTION 
The proposed technique was applied to concrete overlays of asphalt pavements, which had 
similar sawcut-to-slab depth ratio, i.e., 0.25 to 0.33, to the laboratory specimens. The slab thickness 
ranges from 102 to 152 mm. Field classification threshold had to be established to predict the 
presence of contraction joint cracks. The threshold limit had to predict both the laboratory results 
as well as be repeatable and reproducible for the field test sections. The field test section data were 
acquired from 15 counties in Iowa and 3 counties in Illinois and totalled 152 transverse joints on 
concrete overlays of asphalt pavements with slab thickness between 5 to 7 inches. These locations 
were selected because the transverse joint crack or pavement edge was exposed for visual 
verification of a vertical crack extending beneath the joint. Fig. 5.13 shows photos of two tested 
joints from the Richland County (Illinois) and the NTE results indicating the presence of a 
propagated crack in one out of two joints.  
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Fig. 5.13: Examples of contraction joints in Richland County (Illinois) with propagated joint 





Fig. 5.14: Distribution of NTE for transmitting transducers 2, 3, and 4 and receiving transducers 
7 through 12 from the three laboratory specimens and 152 contraction joints in Illinois and Iowa, 
USA. Red and blue dots represent observed non-cracked and cracked joints, respectively, from 
visual inspection. NTE below the dashed line (NTE<0.20) indicates the existence of propagated 




Fig. 5.14 (cont): Distribution of NTE for transmitting transducers 2, 3, and 4 and receiving 
transducers 7 through 12 from the three laboratory specimens and 152 contraction joints in 
Illinois and Iowa, USA. Red and blue dots represent observed non-cracked and cracked joints, 
respectively, from visual inspection. NTE below the dashed line (NTE<0.20) indicates the 
existence of propagated crack with 98% accuracy. 
 
 
All the sawcut joints from the laboratory and field test sections were labeled crack or no 
crack based on visual inspections. The NTE for all the joints and their distribution for different 
transmitter-receiver pairs are displayed through the swarmplot and boxplot in Fig. 5.14. Several 
conclusions can be drawn from the figure: (i) comparison of the crack and no crack boxplot 
indicates that the existence of a crack can be determined using the following pairs: 2-7, 2-8, 2-11, 
3-7, 3-8, 3-9, 3-10, 4-7, 4-8, 4-9, 4-10, and 4-11; (ii) the NTE at any pairs below 0.2 indicates the 
existence of propagated crack at very high probability (98%) as there are maximum 3 out of 125 
points having NTE below 0.2 indicating no crack; and (iii) there are several joints having a very 
tight crack (crack width less than 0.1 mm) and the respective NTE value greater than 0.2. 
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Simply using the threshold on a 1D feature (e.g., NTE of a transducer pair) as a decision 
boundary for binary classification is going to be less accurate across a range of test sections. Hence, 
the binary classification in 2D feature space is examined by combining the NTE of two pairs. 
Among the 12 paired transducers above that better estimate a crack, it is observed from Fig. 5.14 
that several of these transducer pairs have much less observed cracked joints falling in the 
interquartile range (Q1-Q3) of the non-cracked joint NTE, such as 2-7, 2-11, 3-7, and 4-7. This 
observation can now be used to further define the 2D threshold. Fig. 5.15 represents the NTE 
relationships between different transducer pairs (called 2D feature space) and the estimated 
distribution of crack and no crack at a given pair. The 2D results in Fig. 5.15 indicate that the NTE 
overlapping is reduced significantly for some pairs, and the data becomes more linearly separable 
in 2D feature space. The combination of 2-7 with 2-11, 2-7 with 4-7, 2-11 with 3-7, and 3-7 with 
4-7 shows a good separability so that a hyperplane can be established to classify cracked and non-




Fig. 5.15: Pairwise NTE relationships plot between different transducer pair combinations 
showing the distribution of sawcut joints with crack (blue markers) and no crack (NC) under 
scatter plot (bottom left), distribution plot (diagonal), and density contour plot (top right). 
 
For this binary classification problem, the objective is to determine a hyperplane 
discriminating non-cracked joints (encoded as yi = +1) from cracked joints (encoded as yi =
−1). Any hyperplane can be written as the set of points satisfying aTxi + b = 0 where  xi is the 
NTE value of two sets of paired transducers, and a and b are weight vector and bias, respectively.  
A supervised learning model called linear support vector machine (LSVM) using Hinge loss is 

























i  (Eq. 5.3) 
where C is the regularization weight due to non-separable dataset and N is number of samples. 
In order to find the solution for Eq. 5.3, a set of possible values of the regularization weight 
C ranging from 0.001 to 105 is chosen. For each value of the weight C, K-fold cross-validation 
(19; 20) with K = 10 (21) and stochastic gradient descent (STD) are applied to minimize the cost 
S(a, b, C) and determine an average accuracy using Eq. 5.4.  
Accuracy =
Number of true detections
Total number of tests
 (Eq. 5.4) 
The results in Fig. 5.16 shows that the lowest and highest accuracies are 0.88 to 0.96. The 
combination 2-7 with 2-11 consistently produces the highest accuracy (96.1%) over the weight C. 
The combination 2-7 with 4-7, 2-11 with 3-7, and 3-7 with 4-7 are also high (95.5%). Those 
combinations and the optimal weight C are considered to determine the hyperplane in Fig. 5.17 as 
the decision boundary to the crack and no crack classification for the aforementioned combination 
of transducer pairs. The final decision boundary for cracked and non-cracked joints for transducer 
pairs 2-7 and 2-11 is the following equation with the cracked joints falling below the line: 





Fig. 5.16: Accuracy of cross-validated LSVM for different transducer pair combinations with 













Fig. 5.17: Hyperplane discrimination of cracked and non-cracked (NC) joints for the 
combination of (a) 2-7 with 2-11, (b) 2-7 with 4-7, (c) 2-11 with 3-7, and (d) 3-7 with 4-7. 
Transducer pair 2-7 with 2-11 provides the highest accuracy (96.1%). 
 
5.5 CONCLUSIONS  
A non-destructive approach has been developed to verify the crack activation of longitudinal 
and transverse contraction joints without the need for time-consuming and expensive coring. A 
rapid one-sided ultrasonic measurement technique using a combination of direct, reflected, and 
diffracted shear waves (S-wave) was introduced to detect the presence of contraction joint cracks 
through a newly defined feature, called normalized transmission energy (NTE). A multi-sensor 
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ultrasonic array device, placed on the concrete pavement surface and centered around the notched 
joint, generated and received S-wave signals. Based on received S-wave time domain signals, the 
NTE was defined as the ratio of energy of the diffracted and reflected S-waves received behind 
the joint to energy of the directed, reflected, and diffracted S-waves received in front of the joint. 
An operational frequency of 35 kHz was found to be optimal for detecting contraction joint cracks.  
To validate the technique and establish a decision boundary for joint crack prediction, field tests 
were conducted on 152 transverse contraction joints on concrete overlays (5 to 7 inches) of asphalt 
pavements with similar notch depth ratio. A NTE threshold for a transducer pair in 1D space was 
established to be 0.2. The NTE lower than the 1D threshold of 0.2 defined a vertical crack beneath 
the joint notch at 99% accuracy but was much less accurate for predicting no crack at the joint. 
Therefore, a hyperplane in 2D space was established using a combination of two out of four 
transducer pairs (2-7, 2-11, 3-7, and 4-7) to discriminate more accurately cracked and non-cracked 
joints. The hyperplane was determined using a linear support vector machine algorithm and 
classified the propagated joint crack with a minimum accuracy of 95.4% for all the selected 
transducer combinations. The laboratory and field test results showed that the proposed NTE 
technique using the transducer pair combination of 2-7 and 2-11 detected the presence of cracked 
and non-cracked joints with an accuracy of 96.1%. The proposed NTE technique coupled with the 
2D decision boundary has been successfully demonstrated for predicting cracked and non-cracked 
contraction joints on concrete overlays for a range of slab thickness (e.g. 102 to 152 mm) and notch 
depths. Furthermore, effect of the operation frequency, slab thickness, and notch depth on the NTE 
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CHAPTER 6  PASTE CURING EFFECTIVENESS WITH CONTACTLESS SENSING 
AND 2D WAVEFIELD ANALYSIS 
6.1 INTRODUCTION 
The internal moisture near the concrete surface will leave at a rate related to the concrete 
mixture and age, type of surface moisture barrier, and the ambient conditions, i.e., wind, 
temperature, and relative humidity. This moisture loss produces strain gradients, which can initiate 
and distribute micro- and macro-cracks over the concrete surface (1; 2). Thus, managing moisture 
loss at the concrete surface during the initial cement hydration enhances the concrete quality and 
reduces the risk of drying shrinkage cracks (3; 4). With an improved temperature and moisture 
management plan, concrete pavement service life will be extended along with lowering 
maintenance costs. In current practice, curing methods and compounds, such as water spray, 
fogging, wet burlap, plastic sheet, and polymer-based compounds, are applied to the concrete 
pavement surface to act as a membrane to keep the concrete near saturation during the cement 
hydration and strength gain process (5).  
There have been numerous investigations on the effectiveness of different curing 
compounds and methods. Hajibabaee et al. (6) provided a comparison of how curing methods (e.g., 
two curing compound, wet curing, and no curing) impact the rate of drying and chloride 
penetration in concrete. Among the different curing compounds tested (e.g., poly-
alphamethylstyrene, water-resin, and water-wax), the poly-alphamethylstyrene curing compound 
had the least water loss and dimensional change (6). Choi et al. (7) and Al-Gahtani (8) 
demonstrated that the amount and uniformity of the curing compound are also linked to its 
effectiveness.  
Currently, the ASTM C-156 (9) standard measures laboratory curing effectiveness by 
quantifying the loss of water from a mortar specimen. Other researchers, such as Wang et al. (10), 
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measured the effectiveness of concrete curing compounds based on a series of tests for internal 
moisture content, electrical conductivity, sorptivity, and strength. Furthermore, internal relative 
humidity (RH) has been used as an indicator of moisture loss and the effectiveness of certain curing 
compounds (11). All these field-based methods require surface coupling and/or sensor embedment 
in the concrete pavement and therefore rapid, spatial evaluation of curing compound effectiveness 
is not possible.  
This research proposes a method to monitor the development of surface-initiated damage 
because of inadequate or insufficient curing in early-age cement paste specimens. A contactless 
ultrasonic testing system (UTS) was recently developed to estimate the concrete’s final setting 
time and sawcut initiation time (12; 13). This current work extends the contactless UTS to evaluate 
curing effectiveness and near-surface damage quantification by frequency-wavenumber (f-k) 
domain analysis. This proposed sensing system and analysis method provide automated decision-
making for adjusting curing methods, types of compounds, or membrane thickness for concrete 
construction like paving. Finally, this contactless device has the potential to be applied in the field 
to rapidly measure the effectiveness of curing methods on concrete pavements over time and 
numerous spatial locations.  
 
6.2 EXPERIMENTAL DESIGN 
6.2.1 Materials and Sample Preparation  
In this initial study, cement paste specimens were chosen because the rate and magnitude of 
drying shrinkage are significantly higher for paste relative to mortar or concrete (14). The 
constituents and proportions of cement paste mixture are shown in Table 6.1. The paste mixture 
had a water-to-cement ratio (w/cm) of 0.45. A wax-based curing compound, shown in Table 6.2, 
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was selected as it is reported to have lower water loss and dimensional changes than other 
compound types (2). 
In order to compare different curing methods, three specimen types were fabricated:  no 
curing (NC), plastic sheet cover (PS), and curing compound (CC). Three small (100W × 76H × 
406L mm3) and three large (152W × 76H × 533L mm3) specimens were cast with cement paste. 
All specimens were placed side-by-side in the same environmental conditions for 30 to 60 minutes. 
After the bleed water had disappeared, curing compound was applied to a third of the specimens 
(CC), plastic sheet covered another third of the specimens (PS), and the remaining specimens (NC) 
were without curing. To simulate the potential loss of moisture in the field and development of 
near-surface cracks, the NC and CC specimens were then exposed to an environment of 23oC air 
temperature, 46% relative humidity, and wind speed of 6.6 m/s for the first 24±2 hours.  
Water weight loss measurements were completed on the smaller specimens at the ages of 
1, 4, and 7 days. For the three larger samples, demolding occurred at 24±2 hours and subsequently, 
all molded sides except the finished surface were treated with an acrylic-based sealer to promote 
one-dimensional drying. The larger specimens were then tested by the non-contact UTS (see Fig. 
6.1) for near-surface damage quantification at the same time increments as the weight loss 
measurements. After the contactless scanning tests in Fig. 6.1, all specimens (NC, CC, and PS) 
were environmentally subjected to 23oC air temperature, 46% relative humidity, and a wind speed 




Table 6.1: Cement paste mixture constituents and proportions. 
Mix ID w/cm ratio 
Cement Water 
(kg/m3) (kg/m3) 
P45 0.45 915 412 
 
Table 6.2: Technical specification of curing compound (15). 
Product name ASTM Type Chemistry VOL (g/L) 





6.2.2 Non-Contact Ultrasonic Test Setup 
The non-contact ultrasonic system testing (UTS) setup in Fig. 6.1 is used to collect 2D time-
space wavefield data. An electrostatic-type ultrasonic transmitter produces a 16 cycle, 50 kHz 
ultrasonic pulse. The transmitter is positioned approximately 70 mm above the specimen surface 
and at one end of the sample (see Fig. 6.1). The transmitter’s incidence angle (θi) is fixed at 9 
degrees. An array of three micro-electron-mechanical-system (MEMS) sensors, approximately 10 
mm from the surface, serve as leaky Raleigh wave (LR-wave) signal receivers. The MEMS sensors 
are transversally spaced at 20 mm and initially, 133 mm away from the end of the sample where 
the transmitter is located. The setup configuration fixes the position of the transmitter and moves 
the MEMS receivers 266 mm longitudinally at 1mm spacing to capture the leaky LR-wave signals 
at different spatial positions on the specimen. An acoustic baffle is placed between the transducer 
and MEMS sensors to reduce the direct air acoustic signal and the reflected signals from the 
specimen surface. A typical A-scan signal collected is shown in Fig. 6.2. The next step is to 



































Fig. 6.1: (a) Contactless specimen testing of cement paste specimens; (b) schematic of non-



















Fig. 6.2:Typical A-scan signal showing initial noise, leaky Rayleigh wave, and direct acoustic 
waves at the longitudinal position of 150mm out of 266 mm. 
 
6.3 SIGNAL PROCESSING TO COMPUTE NEAR-SURFACE DAMAGE INDEX 
(USDI) 
Frequency-wavenumber (f-k) domain has been used to improve damage visualization and 
detect damage in homogeneous materials such as aluminum and steel plates (16; 17). Recently, 
the f-k technique was applied to heterogenous material such as concrete to characterize the 
concrete-steel interface using guided waves (18; 19) and near-surface damage visualization from 
an indenter (20). In this paper, the f-k domain analysis method is used to quantify the near-surface 
damage developing in early-age cement paste from drying shrinkage. Prior to deriving the f-k 
domain wavefield, a time-space (t-s) domain wavefield must be collected and processed from the 
contactless UTS paste specimen tests. The following steps with Fig. 6.3 and Fig. 6.4 describe the 
procedure for acquiring and processing the t-s and f-k domain wavefields. 
Step 1: For the ith sensor, stack all the A-scan signals at every scanned position (266 total 
positions) to plot the t-s wavefield data si(t, s) with one dimension in time t and the other space s 
as shown in Fig. 6.3a. 
Leaky R- wave Direct acoustic signalNoise
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Step 2: In the t-s domain, truncate the direct acoustic and noise from the acquired data 
s(t, s) to obtain truncated str
i (t, s) wavefield as shown in Fig. 6.3b. 
Step 3: Apply 2D fast Fourier transform (FFT) on the truncated wavefield data (Eq. 6.1) to 
convert the str
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(Eq. 6.1) 
where S̅tr
i (f, k) is the converted frequency-wavenumber domain wavefield. As shown in Fig. 6.4a, 
the two main wavefields components of S̅tr
i (f, k) are the forward propagating and non-propagating 
oscillatory wavefield.  
Step 4: In order to completely remove the direct acoustic remaining after truncating (see 
Fig. 6.3b), a binary mask WDA(f, k) (shown in Fig. 6.4b),whose black region indicates a value of 
1, is created. The diagonal line of the mask is determined using the slope of direct acoustic. Apply 
a binary mask WDA(f, k) on S̅tr
i (f, k) and then normalize the subsequent frequency-wavenumber 
domain wavefield in Eq. 6.2 to obtain S̅NM












NM =  (Eq. 6.2) 
Step 5: Compute the energy of forwarding (Efw
i ) and non-propagating (Enpw
i ) wavefield 




















npw  (Eq. 6.4) 
Step 6: Compute an ultrasonic surface damage index (USDI) from Eq. 6.5 as the ratio 
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(Eq. 6.5) 












 (Eq. 6.6) 
  
(a) (b) 
Fig. 6.3: (a) Full 2D time-space wavefield domain and (b) truncated 2D wavefield of NC 
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Fig. 6.4: (a) Converted frequency-wavenumber domain wavefield; (b) masking shape to 
remove remaining direct acoustic, the diagonal dashed line indicates the direct acoustic wave at 
vDA=358 m/s; and (c) masked frequency-wavenumber domain wavefield with non-propagating 
and forward leaky R-wave of NC sample at 1 day old, respectively. The colorbar indicates 
normalized spectral amplitude. 
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6.4 EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
6.4.1 Visual Results and Water Loss Percentage 
The three paste specimens at 1-day are shown in Fig. 6.5. The specimen without curing (NC) 
had the greatest observable surface damage (cracking) relative to the specimen with the curing 
compound (CC) and plastic sheet (PS). As seen in Fig. 6.6, many hairline cracks with a width of 
less than 0.2mm appeared on the surface of the specimen covered by the plastic sheet. At 7-days, 
no cracks were visually identified for the CC specimen, which had been sprayed with a large 
application rate of wax-based curing compound. 
The water loss over time for the three curing methods is plotted in Fig. 6.7 as a percentage 
of the initial mix water content. As expected, the water loss rate and amount are greatest in the 
first few days before the pore structure is further refined. The NC and PS specimens had the highest 
and lowest water loss at 24 hours, respectively. At 4 days, the NC specimen still had the highest 
water loss, but the water loss of the PS specimen surpassed the water loss of the CC specimen. The 
plastic sheeting was removed from the PS specimen at 24 hours of curing, which explains its 
increased moisture loss rate relative to the CC specimen. After 4 days, the water loss rate greatly 
diminished for all specimens. These great water losses lead to moisture gradient through the 
specimen depth and produce near-surface cracking damage in the specimens as seen in Fig. 6.5 
and Fig. 6.6. 
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(a) (b) (c) 
Fig. 6.5: Specimen’s surface condition after 24 hours under 6.6 m/s wind speed, 23oC 
temperature, and 46% humidity. (a) No curing (NC), (b) wax-based curing compound (CC), and 











Fig. 6.7: Percentage loss in water from the specimens over 7 days subjected to the following 
methods:  no cure (NC), curing compound (CC), and 24-hour plastic sheet (PS). 
 
6.4.2 Ultrasonic Surface Damage Index (𝐔𝐒𝐃𝐈) 
The development of USDI over time for the three curing methods is shown in Fig. 6.8. Like 
the weight loss, the NC specimen produced the largest USDI of 37% at 24 hours while the CC and 
PS specimens had USDI less than 1%. Both the CC and PS had curing protection for the first 24 
hours. The NC specimen still had the highest USDI at 7 days but the USDI of the PS specimen 
began increasing at a faster rate after the plastic sheet was removed from its surface at 24 hours. 
As expected, the CC specimen had a low detection of surface damage over time given the previous 
effectiveness reported for wax-based curing compounds at high application rates. Fig. 6.9 
demonstrates that the USDI and specimen water loss for all three curing methods are strongly 
correlated. The preliminary results connect the poor curing practices to internal moisture loss in 
the paste samples and ultimately to surface cracking/damage. The new contactless UTS and 2D 
wavefield analysis are able to distinguish between these different levels of curing effectiveness 





















Given the specimen’s bottom surface was not exposed to external drying, the moisture 
gradient near the bottom of the specimen should be very low and expected to have less damage 
than the top of the specimen. The masked f-k wavefield domain of the bottom specimen surface 
versus the exposed top surface of all three specimens is shown in Fig. 6.10 - Fig. 6.12 with the 
bottom surface of NC and PS specimens being similar to CC specimen. In Fig. 6.10 and Fig. 6.12, 
the top surfaces of NC and PS specimens have higher USDI compared to their bottom surfaces as 
well as larger non-propagating waves (negative wavenumbers). For the CC specimen (see Fig. 
6.11), the amount of non-propagating energy is close to zero, indicating that both top and bottom 
surfaces have equally good curing quality. 
 






















Fig. 6.9: Relationship between paste specimen water loss and the proposed USDI. 
 
 
 USDI = 67.5%   USDI = 8.79%  
  
Fig. 6.10: Masked f-k domain wavefield of the paste specimens with the exposed top 
surfaces (left) and the unexposed bottom surfaces (right) at 7 days for the no curing method. The 



























 USDI = 0%   USDI = 0%  
  
Fig. 6.11: Masked f-k domain wavefield of the paste specimens with the exposed top 
surfaces (left) and the unexposed bottom surfaces (right) at 7 days for the curing compound. The 
colorbar indicates normalized spectral amplitude. 
 
 USDI = 17.7%   USDI = 7.67%  
  
Fig. 6.12: Masked f-k domain wavefield of the paste specimens with the exposed top 
surfaces (left) and the unexposed bottom surfaces (right) at 7 days for plastic sheet cover. The 
colorbar indicates normalized spectral amplitude. 
6.5 CONCLUSIONS  
A new technique has been introduced to evaluate the effectiveness of concrete curing over 
the first 7 days using a non-contact ultrasonic testing system (UTS) and f-k wavefield domain 
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filtering technique. The proposed non-contact UTS technique and ASTM water loss method are 
applied to three paste samples with different curing methods (no curing, wax-based curing 
compound, and plastic sheet cover) that are exposed to an ambient condition of 23oC air 
temperature, 46% humidity, and 6.6 m/s wind speed. A newly defined ultrasonic surface damage 
index (USDI) was introduced as the ratio of non-propagating to forwarding wave energy and was 
hypothesized to indicate the surface damage/cracking present on the specimen as well as the curing 
effectiveness. The high coefficient of determination (R2) of 0.93 between the specimen water loss 
and USDI indicated a strong relationship between paste surface damage and external moisture loss. 
At one day of age, the specimen with curing compound (CC) had significantly lower USDI (at 
least 4 times) than the one without curing (NC) and plastic sheet cover (PS). The contactless UTS 
results also showed that the exposed surface of the NC and PS specimens have greater damage 
than their bottom (unexposed) surfaces at 7 days, while the top and bottom surfaces of the CC 
specimen had similarly low USDI. The contactless sensing method for curing effectiveness has 
demonstrated the importance of high-quality moisture retention in the surface of the concrete to 
prevent the creation of near-surface cracking at early ages. Additionally, this non-contact 
technique can be deployed as a means to spatially monitor paving concrete curing quality. 
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CHAPTER 7 CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 
Curing and joint sawcutting are two essential construction activities in concrete pavements 
to not only minimize early cracking but also improve the long-term performance. The 
effectiveness, timing, and performance of these two construction activities have not been 
appropriately quantified because of constraints such as inadequate information on the link between 
hydration and mechanical properties, access to early-age concrete properties over space and time, 
and a lack of connection between in-situ data and performance. To overcome these limitations, 
this research has first developed rapid and reliable laboratory and field test setups and procedures 
using contactless and low-cost sensors, such as a fully non-contact transmitter, MEMS sensors, 
and camera phones. Secondly, the research has coupled these sensors with computer vision (CV) 
techniques, signal processing (e.g., frequency-wavenumber analysis), and machine and deep 
learning algorithms (e.g., support vector machine and convolutional neural network) to quantify 
early-age concrete properties, measure effectiveness of curing methods, and estimate sawcut 
timing.  
7.1 FINDINGS 
The summary of this dissertation significant findings can be divided into three categories: (i) 
developing of a fully, non-contact ultrasonic technique to spatially measure concrete’s set time 
and estimate sawcut timing as well as monitoring the effectiveness of curing of the new cast 
concrete; (ii) Defining CV-based methods to automatically quantify joint damage caused from 
joint raveling or spalling; and (iii) Verifying presence of a concealed vertical crack beneath a 
notched contraction joint using a surface coupled multi-array ultrasonic device. Firstly, in order to 
determine set times of early-age concrete, a contactless ultrasonic testing system (UTS) was 
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developed to define a new parameter related to ultrasonic properties of early-age concretes/ 
mortars, called the ultrasonic set time (tus). A 50kHz ultrasonic transmitter was employed to 
generate Rayleigh waves in the surface of the hydrating concrete or mortar and a set of MEMS 
sensors (non-contact) some distance away monitored the arriving leaky-Rayleigh waves. The 
laboratory and field test results for this device setup showed the following: 
- The tus at the 12° incident angle correlated well with the ASTM C403 (penetration 
resistance test) for determining final setting time with the coefficient of determination 
(R2) of 0.98;  
- The tus varied from 270 to 1335 minutes for different mortar mixtures with the largest 
coefficient of variation of 8%. The measured tus followed the expected trends with 
mixtures with retarders having extended final setting times, mixtures with accelerator 
having reduced setting times, and higher w/cm ratios (0.50 vs. 0.39) increasing the 
setting time;  
- The tus varies with the incident angle but is more consistent for incident angles less than 
30° as well as higher SNR. The relationship between tus and the incident angle is in good 
agreement with the theoretical relationship (wave speed versus critical incident angle for 
Rayleigh wave generation) when the incident angle is less than 30°. At 30° and 40° 
incident angles, the LR-wavefield tail where the lowest vLR can be captured (vLR 
approximately equals vDA) is observed. At the angles of 50° and 60°, a trace of LR-
wavefield can be seen, but it becomes very difficult to identify the LR-wavefield tail 
because of the reduced SNR; 
- Field test results on three different concrete pavement sections showed the non-contact 
UTS method was successful in determining the tus. The field tus varied from 210 to 287 
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minutes demonstrating that even the same concrete materials placed at different times of 
the day may produce different tus; 
- The mobility of non-contact UTS can assist field engineers to determine the tus at the 
locations of interest and make better decisions regarding construction activity timing 
(texturing, curing, sawcutting).  
- The non-contact ultrasonic testing system (UTS) with f-k wavefield domain filtering is 
used to evaluate the effectiveness of three curing methods (no curing, wax-based curing 
compound, and plastic sheet cover) on paste specimens over the first 7 days after 
construction. A newly defined ultrasonic surface damage index (USDI) is introduced as 
the ratio of non-propagating to forwarding wave energy, and it indicates the surface 
damage/cracking presence on the specimen as well as the curing effectiveness. The high 
coefficient of determination (R2) of 0.93 between the specimen water loss and USDI 
indicated a strong relationship between surface damage and external moisture loss.  
Secondly, several computer vision-based (CV) methods were defined to acquire and quantify joint 
raveling and spalling damage. The findings from these CV methods are as follows: 
- A proposed framework implementing computer vision-based (CV) technique removed 
the sawcut groove from a single 3D reconstructed contraction joint image; detected joint 
damage along the 3D reconstructed joint area; and quantified the joint damage through 
a proposed raveling damage index (RDI), which is the ratio of the surface area of raveling 
to three times the product of the joint length (500 mm) and maximum aggregate size (25 
mm).  
- Ten contraction joints from two in-service projects were tested using CV-base technique 
and showed that acceptable joints have an average RDI of approximately 3%.  
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- Dry sawcut initiation time at an acceptable RDI of 3% is estimated as 30% longer than 
the final setting time plus 39 minutes. 
- A framework has been proposed combining 2D deep learning (DL) segmentation and 
3D image reconstruction that quantifies joint damage through a newly defined index 
called joint damage index (JDI). With a total of 263 damaged joint images used for 
training the DL model, the results show that the technique quantified the joint damage 
with 76% accuracy and 10% error. The proposed technique can also quantify 3D joint 
damage without manual coordinate manipulation or gravity alignment, eliminating a 
time-consuming step in 3D image processing. 
Thirdly, activation of contraction joints, i.e., propagation of a vertical crack, is not easily 
determined visually and thus a new algorithm to rapidly assess the presence or not of a vertical 
crack beneath a notched contraction joint using a surface coupled multi-array ultrasonic device 
was developed. The findings from this new vertical crack detection algorithm are the following: 
- A rapid one-sided ultrasonic measurement technique was developed to detect the 
presence of a vertical, joint crack (working joints) without the need for time-consuming 
and expensive coring. The method defines a new feature using a combination of direct, 
reflected, and diffracted shear waves (S-wave), called normalized transmission energy 
(NTE). An operational frequency of 35 kHz was found to be optimal for detecting 
contraction joint deployment.  Through a forensic investigation of 152 transverse joints 
of in-service bonded concrete overlay of asphalt (BCOA) pavements, the proposed NTE 
technique coupled with the 2D decision boundary has been successfully demonstrated 
for predicting cracked and non-cracked joints with an accuracy of 96.1%.  
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7.2 RESEARCH CONTRIBUTIONS AND IMPACTS 
The research and findings presented herein represent a considerable contribution to 
characterizing early age properties of concrete and evaluate the effectiveness of construction 
activities in the field. Significant research findings and impacts can be summarized as follows: 
- In the laboratory, the non-contact UTS provides an alternative method to determine the 
final set time of mortars or concrete relative to the existing ASTM C403 standard. The 
proposed ultrasonic method for final setting time is time effective by avoiding the sieving 
process prescribed by ASTM C403 for concrete. Additionally, there is no mechanical 
contact between the developed system and concrete surface and this UTS method can 
rapidly measure the final set-time at multiple points of interest on in-situ concrete 
pavements, in comparison to the single point of interest measurement with ASTM C403. 
- The non-contact UTS method for determining final setting has been successfully linked 
to the earliest time to initiate contraction joint sawing. This time is estimated at 30% 
longer than the final setting time plus 39 minutes and represents the time which 
sawcutting would produce less than 3% raveling damage index.  
- A digital framework combining a low-cost portable camera (e.g., a phone camera), CV-
based method, and deep learning algorithm provides the saw operator, pavement 
engineer, and construction manager a quantitative tool to estimate the time for sawcutting 
commencement and verification of acceptable level of raveling damage. This same 
technique can be used to assess existing contraction joints exhibiting spalling and 




- The one-sided ultrasonic measurement technique using shear wave energy transmission 
coefficient provides accurate knowledge of joint crack activation for field engineers, 
contractors, or forensic investigators. The NDT method can assess the effectiveness of a 
sawcut depth and timing, and whether observed premature slab cracking is related to 
inadequate joint sawing in new concrete pavements. 
- The non-contact UTS with 2D wavefield analysis provides automated decision-making 
for adjusting curing methods, types and timing of curing compounds, and/or required 
membrane thickness for concrete construction like paving. In the field, this method has 
the potential to rapidly measure the effectiveness of curing methods on concrete 
pavements over time at numerous spatial locations. 
7.3 FUTURE WORK 
This dissertation introduces several new quantitative testing platforms having the advantage 
of contactless and mobility. In the future, the following work is recommended to strengthen the 
findings: 
1. The non-contact UTS can be deployed on paving machines as a means to spatially 
determine set times and monitor paving concrete curing quality. Another recommended 
study of the non-contact UTS is to predict the timing of construction activity such as 
texturing, curing, and opening strength to traffic.  
2. The 3D joint damage quantification framework was studied with only 283 2D images of 
sawcut joints and the training dataset was enriched using the augmentation method. The 
error and accuracy of the framework can be improved by collecting more real or augmented 
joint damage images to supplement the existing training dataset. As this technique was 
conducted on four independent sawcut joints, it can be strengthened by implementing on 
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many sawn joints in order to obtain the overall accuracy and error of the method for a large 
dataset of independent joints. 
3. The one-sided ultrasonic measurement technique using shear wave energy transmission 
coefficient was conducted on 5 to 7-inch bonded concrete overlay of asphalt pavements to 
verify the joint crack activation. In order to generalize the method, future studies on the 
effect of the operation frequency, slab thickness, and notch depth on the NTE threshold are 
needed. Numerical models should be investigated to strengthen the method and generate 
more augmented data for enriching the training dataset and selected thresholds. 
4. The non-contact UTS with 2D wavefield analysis evaluated the effectiveness of curing 
methods on paste specimens in the laboratory. This serves as a proof of concept to not only 
evaluate the curing effectiveness but also measure the near-surface distributed cracks of 
early-age concrete pavements. It is recommended to verify the method using numerical 
models and tests on mortars and concretes in the laboratory as well as the field. 
Furthermore, there are many potential studies where this method can be utilized, such as 
spatial measurement of early-age shrinkage cracking. 
 
 
 
 
 
